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TEMPO TWO SPRING 1985 PEARCE DALE 

Our 34th Iris catalogue begins a new era for us, starting at a new location with promises of lots of new things happening as time goes by. 
So far we are enthused with our move back to the sandy warmer soils and the Iris are certainly showing us that they like it here even before 
they have flowered by sending up lots of increase. 
This reflects itself in the great range of new Iris we are able to catalogue for the first time. We have not imported more, it is just that they 
have increased to an extent that we can introduce them sooner and at cheaper prices. This also means that so many of earlier introductions 
have had their prices reduced drastically and have been relegated to the garden lists at the back. 
We have been having some pleasing success with our Iris overseas namely in Europe. Our son Paul won First Prize in Vienna with his 
Sundown Red. Lesley won the State prize with Jamari. She also won a silver medal in Germany with Sinbad the Sailor. While Barry won 
a gold medal in Germany with Moon Sundae. Capricornia won a silver medal in Vienna and lmagette coming 4th in the competition. 
This spring in Florence we were fortunate in gaining a silver medal for Cameo Wine and Beach Girl came 5th in the competition gaining 
the Garden Club Award. Beach Girl also won the award for the best new colour. We also won the P.remio Regione Toscana awarded for 
gaining the most awards in the competition. So it has been a good year for Tempo Two varieties. To even win half of these awards again 
would be something. 
Our new gardens will be open this spring during bloom season but they are not as yet very well organised because of the move. As time 
goes on we will have goo_d display beds organised and lots of other interesting plants to see. If you want to see the Iris or Daylilies, please 
feel free to call, but this season put in some boots or rough shoes. 

TALL BEARDED IRIS 

NEW INTRODUCTIONS FOR 1985/86 

BEACH BOY (Blyth '85 Aust.) Sdlg. P98-A. VE-M 37". A stunn ing colour 
combination much liked by garden visitors over the past 2 or 3 years. 
Standards are smooth apricot, closed and ruffled ; falls are orange, ruffled and 
flared. Beards stand out as brilliant tangerine orange. Branching is super and 
make this a great show winning Iris for the early show. Nothing else like it. 
(Lisa Ann x Roman Walk) X (Love Chant x Festive Skirt) $20.00 

BRANDY SIPPER (Blyth '85 Aust.) Sdlg. R13-1. VE-M 36" A proli fic and 
super grower that makes an instant show. Standards are lemon gold ; falls 
are tan overlaid lilac rose ; mustard beard. Wide ruffled form like its parents. 
Could be called a semi plicata . (Broadway X Michigan Pride) $15 .00 

LIGHT BEAM (Lesley Blyth '85 Aust) E-M Re. Sdlg. RL4-1. Full lemon 
yellow erect standards ; falls are white stitched br ight lemon, slightly deeper 
at hafts. Lemon yellow beards. It is wide and ruffled. Very vigorous. 
Reblooms well in Autumn . (Broadway X Beverly Sills) $15.00 

LIPSTICK LIES (Blyth '85 Aust.) M. 38". Sdlg. R132-1. A unique colour 
pattern showing up from two parents that have only plicata genes in their 
background. Colour is pristine white, clear and pure. Vibrant red beards light 
up the flowers and plicata stitching of purple are highlighted at hafts. A very 
pretty Iris with super branching and bud count. Good grower. (Ranee's 
Palace X Touch of Bronze) $25.00 

ON CLOVER (Blyth '85 Aust.) E-M. 32". Sdlg. P43-B. To us, a much 
improved chartreuse Ruffles which is one of its parents. Standards are white
chartreuse with a pink cast; Falls are greenish white with a definite edging of 
%" of chartreuse. Beards are yellow. Good grower, flower form is wide and 
ruffled with excellent substance. (Magic Man X Chartreuse Ruffles) $25.00 

PASS THE WINE (Blyth '85 Aust.) E-M. 36". Sdlg. 0101-5. Standards are 
champagne with smoky lavender infusion: Falls are velvery smoky red plum, 
a very smooth colour, and each fall has %" band of lilac rose. Brilliant 
tangerine red beards . Lovely form . Branching is super and foliage is noted for 
its very dark purple base. An Iris we are proud of and one of 4 or 5 to be named 
and introduced from this cross. (Tomorrow's Child X Magic Man) $25.00 

PEKING DANCER (Blyth '85 Aust.) E-M 32". Sdlg. N100-3. From our long 
running amoena breeding program comes this pretty addition . Standards are 
oyster white with chartreuse midrib, closed and ruff led. Styles are noticably 
tipped lemon ; falls are olive green to olive brown on chartreuse, deepening 
towards hafts . gold beards. In the garden it looks to be a brown amoena . Good 
grower and increaser and an interesting parent. Subtle and exotic, super for 
floral art. ((Snow Peach x Outer Limits) X Chimbolam) $18.00 

POLYNESIAN FLAME (Blyth '85 Aust.) M . 36". Sdlg No. P51-C. A 
strikingly different sister to last years introduction Alpine Journey and th is 
years Silk' Sari. Standards are butterscotch , ruffled and closed ; falls are 
burgundy, blacker in the centre; old gold beards, lavender at outer tips of 
hairs. Large blooms on well branched stems, fine form and a striking Iris. 
(Tranquil Star X (Love Chant x Festive Skirt)) $18.00 

Happy gardening 
Barry and Lesley 

RANEE'S PALACE (Blyth '85 Aust.) Sdlg M91 -2 . M . 42". It has taken us a 
while to get enough stock of this one to introduce due to accidental damage 
to some stock early in its life. It is a sister to the popular Mossenova. 
Standards are peach, closed and very smooth; falls are lavender with striking 
solid .magenta hafts. Wide flared falls. Vivid tangerine beards. Already proven a 
good parent, see Lipstick Lies, this years introduction. 
(Embassadora X ?) $25.00 

ROMAN PALACE (Blyth '85 Aust.) VE-M 40" . Sdlg. R12-2 . A wide f lared 
and striking bicolour/plicata. Standards are butterscotch gold, ruffled; falls are 
white edged with Y:," pl icata band of rich brown, deepening at hafts. Vibrant 
gold beards. Well branched and prolific. A good one for the early show. For 
comparison , it is lighter in colour from its parent Broadway. (M ichigan Pr ide X 
Broadway) $15 .00 

SCULPTRESS (Blyth '85 Aust) M-L 32". Sdlg. P32-1. We have been t rying 
to get a true pink amoena from various sources. Th is one is by crossing pinks 
to pink amoena lines and a near amoena has resulted. Standards are near white 
with a faint pink f lush hardly noticable; falls are pastel pink w ith a deeper 
wash intensifying towards hafts. Beards are white tipped apricot. Wide fla r ing 
form and a good grower. (Chimbolam X Wings of Dreams) $15.00 

SILK SARI (Blyth '85 Aust.) E-M 34". Sdlg. P51-A. Most of the seedl ings 
in this cross, well over 100, were amoenas or bicolours, and this one was the 
exception . It is a self or near self of pastel orchid to softest blue ; falls have a 
slightly lighter tone. Beards are orchid tipped tangerine. (Tranqu il Star X 
(Love Chant x Festive Skirt)) $18.00 

STREET DANCER (Blyth '85 Aust.) E-M 36". Sdlg 074-1. A delightful Ir is 
and very satisfying for us. Form is super with wide show branching and high 
bud count. Standards are champagne dusted lilac at hafts ; falls are royal 
purple, very velvety, wide flared and ruffled. An 1/8" edge of lavender around 
each petal. Tangerine apricot beards. A favourite with us. (Magic Man X 
Coffee House) $25.00 

NEW MEDIANS AND DWARFS FOR 1985/86 

AMBLING (Blyth '85 Aust.) Border Bearded M-ML. 26". A pretty sister to 
Beach Girl , but a border size. Standards are pastel orchid-blue ; falls are pastel 
champagne pink with overall texture vein ing. Ruffled, flared and good 
branching. (Champagne Snow X (Love Chant x Festive Sk irt)) $12.50 

BLACKBERRY BRANDY (Blyth '85 Aust.) Border Bearded. M-ML 26". 
Standards are lilac-orchid, ruffled and erect; Falls are plush velvety pu rpl e, 
horizontal flare, rounded and ruffled. Tangerine beards. Just like a cup of 
Blackberry Brandy . A sister to Ambiance. Delightful! $15 .00 

CANDY WALK (Blyth '85 Aust.) Intermediate. E-M. 20"-22". Sdlg. R70-1. 
Pastel pink cupped standards, showing off the apricot pink stylearms ; Falls 
are a lovely rose and are flared hor izontally . Vivid red beards and superb 
branching with often 3 flowers out at once. ((Guinea Gold x Pulse Rate) x 
Catan i sib) X (Tomorrow's Ch ild x (Love Chant x Festive Skirt)). Sister to 
Strawberry Love. Rap id increaser . $12.50 



COFFEE BOY (Blyth '85 Aust.) Standard Dwarf. M. 9"-10". Sdlg. R26·3. 
Standards are buff with violet infusion; falls are golden tan and blue beards 
displayed on flared falls. Prolific increaser. (Diligence X Real Coquette) $6.00 

CUSH LA (Blyth '85 Aust.) Standard Dwarf. M-ML 9"-10". Sdlg. 09-1. Lemon 
apricot self with rosy lavender spots on falls around beards which are tangerine 
red . Very flared . Pert! (Bravita X Inscription) $6.00 

FAIRY FOOTSTEPS (Timothy Blyth '85 Aust.) Standard Dwarf. E-M 
Rebloomer. Sdlg. 2T10-1. Softest pastel blue plicata dwarf on very white 
ground. Wide flared and ruffled. Pretty! Tim's second introduction. (Weblos 
X Weblos) $6.00 

FLUMADIDDLE (Lesley Blyth '85 Aust.) Intermediate. VE-M Sdlg. RL67-1. 
A nice surprise early in the season is this 18" median. Stands are smooth 
ruffled creamy apricot; falls are pastel cream overlaid on lemon apricot with 
tangerine red beards. Difficult to describe. Different! (Verna Clark X Sniffs 
& Sneezes) $10.00 

GOSSIP (Blyth '85 Aust.) Standard Dwarf. E-M. 10". Sdlg. R33-3. Standards 
are lemon yellow; falls are rich gold with vibrant blue beards, ruffled form. 
Makes a massed clump quickly. (Real Coquette X Queens Pawn) $7.50 

JIANSADA (Blyth '85 Aust.) Standard Dwarf. M. 10"-12". Sdlg. R26·1. A 
sister to Coffee Boy. Standards are buff tan with violet infusion, falls are 
brown with violet beards. Flared. Prolific increaser. (Diligence X Real 
Coquette) $7.50 

LITTLE GHOST (Paul Blyth '85 Aust.) Intermediate. M. 16"-18". Sdlg. 
1-42-B. Self of pretty blue grey with falls overlaid light olive. Blue lavender 
beard. Very rounded ruffled form. Good 3 way branching and lovely form. 
Great for floral art . (Socialite X Dragon Baby) $10.00 

MARSH MAGIC (Donnell '85 Aust.) Border Bearded. M-ML. 22". This pretty 
Iris from Les Donnell has had a good start in life by winning a special prize in 
the International Small Iris Competition in Australia. It is an overall variegata 
but with suffused colour. It is multi coloured in violet, ochre yellow and wine 
red with the main colour being red. Yellow beards. Comes from the tall 
bearded Marshlight. $15.00 

MIDDAY BLUES (Blyth '85 Aust.) Intermediate. E-M. 22". Standards are 
powder blue ; falls are deeper blue overlaid lavender and blue beards. It gives a 
most blue effect in the garden and for some reason not a common colour in 
Medians. 3 way branching . (Royal Elf X Inner Circle). $10.00 

STRAWBERRY LOVE (Blyth '85 Aust.) Intermediate. E·M. 20". Sdlg R70-3. 
A super intermediate that we love as do many others who have seen it. Colour 
is rose pink, a vivid colour, just slightly deeper falls but hardly noticeable. 
Bright saturn red beards. Super grower and makes an instant clump. Great 
3 way branching like its sister Candy Walk . $12.50 

TALL BEARDED IRIS - GENERAL LISTING 

ACADAMY AWARDS (Nichols '84 USA) M-L. 36". Ruffled golden yellow 
self with golden orange beards highlighting the flowers. Just a light fragrance is 
noticeable. Good grower for us. (West Coast X Luscious Lemon) $18.00 

ALL THAT JAZZ (Denney '82 USA) M. 36". A most colourful garden Iris 
with standards being bright yellow; falls are clean bright red. A vibrant 
variegata . Good branching. Reblooms well for us. (World News X Gypsy 
Caravan). HM '84 . $20.00 

ALPINE JOURNEY (Blyth '84 Aust.) E-EM. 38". Quite the best yellow 
amoena we have seen in the Iris world. Standards are snow white, closed and 
ruffled. Falls are golden yellow, wide and lilting. Beards are golden yellow. 
Branching and budcount are super. Being an early blooming variety it makes a 
spectacular show in the early part of the season . (Tranquil Star X (Love Chant 
x Festive Skirt)) A half sister to Beachgirl. HC '83, HM '84. $17.50 

AMBER BEAUTY (Schreiner '82 USA) ML. 37". Rich self of serene amber 
yellow of superb substance. Amber gold beards. Well ruffled flowers . Great 
branching and high bud count. HC '81 (Schreiner Sdlg. x Craig Sdlg. ). 
HM '84 . $18.00 

AMBIANCE (Blyth '84 Aust.) E-M-L. 36"-38". An extra long bloom season is 
ensured with this lovely new variety because of its great bud count and 
branching. Standards are pure white, closed and ruffled. Falls are magenta rose 
with precise Y." edge of white . A few white lines around tangerine beards set 
things off. Vr;ry flared and ruffled form . Good grower. (Kings Cloak X 
Curvacious) . $20.00 

AMBROSIA DELIGHT (Niswonger '84 USA) M. 36". Another step towards 
that elusive pink amoena. Standard colour is pure white; falls are orange 
slightly ruffled with orange beards. Reblooms for us in Autumn. An interest· 
ing pedigree: (June Sunset X ((Java Dove x ((Happy Birthday x Glittering 
Amber) x Marilyn C.)) x Sunset Snows)) $17.50 

ANN SHAVER (Shaver '84 USA) M·L Rebloomer. 36". Ruffled Medium 
lavender blue with slightly lighter falls; lavender beards. A pretty Iris. (Bright 
Cloud x Bright & Bold) X (Prince Indigo x Berceuse) $12.00 

APACHE ROSE (D. Meek '82 USA) EM. 36". A pretty new plicata with 
standards of cream brown with gold wash; falls are cream brown, peppered 
plum brown and a gold halo; burnt orange beards. Ruffled. Good grower. 
(Pencil Sketch X Dixie Desert) $15.00 

ARABIAN TREASURE (Niswonger '83 USA) M. 34". Ruffled reddish to 
chestnut brown with a violet blaze in the centre of falls, gold beards set it off. 
We have seen some good seedlings from this . (Mulberry Crush X ((Denver 
Mint x Meghan) x Brown Lasso))). HC '82. Great! $18.00 

ART CENTER (0. Brown '82 USA) M. 38". A delightful pastel combination 
that has to be actually seen to be appreciated. Stands are shell pink bordered 
apricot, closed and ruffled; falls are apricot brown infused lavender towards 
the centre, lighter area below saturn red beards. Lots of ruffle and charm! 
(Satin Bow X Symphonette). HC '81. HM '84. $18.00 

ASHA MICHELLE (Blyth '81 Aust.) M. 38". A proven show winner, super 
4 way branching with the flowers just in the right place. Soft pastel lemon 
standards; falls are white, lightly stitched with Y." edge of rose brown. Beards 
are yellow. Wide ruffled form. (Soul Power x Osage Buff). $9.00 

AUTUMN MEMORY (Gibson '82 USA) E.35". Reblooms in Autumn. Golden 
russet plicata markings on yellow ground colour; white signal patch on falls. 
Orange yellow beards. Easy grower. (Wild Ginger x Summer Sunshine) $16.00 

BANJO MAN (Hamblen '80 USA) M. 34". Smooth and lively deep glow 
purple to sultry wine purple with blue area in falls; Wide bronze beards. 
((Touche x Gala Madrid) X Sypsy Prince) HM '82. $18.00 

BASHFUL BRIDE (Roderick '80 USA) ML 33. A complete charmer and so 
well named. This impressed us in many gardens in America and now here it has 
settled down as quickly as any Iris we have ever imported. It is a self of 
delicate light pink including beards. A super grower and easy bloomer (Pink 
Taffeta x Blossom Pink). HM '82. $18.00 

BATEAU IVRE (Anfosso 82 France) M·L 36". It is a while since we have 
been able to list any Iris from France but again there is a resurgence of interest 
in breeding Iris in France in the Anfosso and Cayeux gardens. This delightful 
iris has been much enjoyed by us since its first bloom in Australia 2 years ago. 
Difficult to convey, stands are lightly ruffled pink grey, falls are slightly 
deeper with a blue area below blue grey beards. Super grower and great 
branching. (Touche X Gypsy Prince) $20.00 

BEACHGIRL (Blyth '83 Aust.) E·M·L 38". We were thrilled when this lovely 
orange amoena first flowered and it has continued to improve over the past 
three seasons. The standards are white with a faint hint of pink at midribs on 
new . flowers. Falls are orange-apricot, very smooth and strong in colour. 
Beards are tangerine-red. Form is ruffled and wide for its limited colour class. 
Branching is excellent with often 4 or 5 flowers out at once. Makes a great 
garden display . Also it has unlimited potential as a parent. Vigorous grower. 
(Champagne Snow X (Love Chant x Festive Skirt)). Best new colour -
Florence '85. $12.50 

BEL CANTO (Hager '80 USA) M. 38". A ruffled and fluted complete self of 
lilac orchid; light yellow beards. Beautifully balanced flowers. (Paris Opera 
X Hager Sdlg. ) HM '83. $10.00 

BELLE EMBELLIE (Anfosso '81 France) L. 38". Standards are pale yellow 
to lemon; falls are lighter, nearer to creamy white with a pale yellow heart. 
Pale yellow beards. Prolific grower. (Cream Taffeta X Pretty Please) $15.00 

BENGAL TIGER (Maryott '81 USA) E-M 37". A self of bright yellow with 
refined delicate red veining over falls . Wide ruffled blooms with light lace. 
Quite a surprise. (Summer Sunshine X White Lightning). HM '83 . $14.00 

BEVERLY SILLS (Hager '79 USA) M. 36". This is the Iris in America that at 
the moment is the "in" thing. It has won just about every award except the 
Dykes Medal and that could just be a matter of time. Colour is coral-pink with 
vibrancy. Form is superb and branching is superb. A super show Iris. Awards. 
Primo Firenze '81, Rees Cup, '81, HM '81 (Highest number of votes ever 
received) . Walther Cup '81 . A.M., Most votes ever. Straight into No.1 position 
in the American top 100 favourites. (Pink Pirouette x Vanity). DM '85. $15.00 



BEYOND (Gibson '79 USA) E. 36". A vibrant early flowering plicata, ground 
colour of apricot tan, soft chocolate and apricot brown stitching around petal 
edges. Orange beards above a white area in centre of falls. Ruffled and well 
branched. (Anon sib. x Anon.) HM '81. $9.00 

BIG DIPPER (0. Brown '81 USA) M. 36". Beautifully frilled and ruffled light 
yellow self; yellow beards. (Brown Sdlg. x Yellow Chiffon) $9.00 

BIG VALLEY (Hager '82 USA) M-L. 40". About the biggest Iris around. 
Smooth mid violet self with overlapping petals. (Ice Sculpture x Five Star 
Admiral). HM '84 $12.50 

BLACK DRAGON (Schreiner '82 USA) M -ML 38". As black as they come. 
Velvety sooty blue black, slightly more velvety fal Is . Excellent flower form, 
fair branching. (Involved Schreiner black Sdlgs. x Matinata) HC '81 , 
HM '84 $16.00 

BLACK WARE (Powell '80 USA) E-L 34". A most prolific long blooming 
new black not necessarily an improvement in colour but is much better in 
growth and flowering time and should do well in all areas. (Tar Barrel x 
Unknown) $11.00 

BLUE Bl RD WINE (Blyth '82 Aust.) VE-M. 32". Iridescence is the first thing 
noticed about this lovely Iris, standard are pale blue infused red-violet at 
midribs, sol i d violet falls, they have a heavy overlay of ir idescent red. A very 
difficult colour hue to describe. Our garden notes say that it is a redder tone 
than its parent Mystique. Beards are white tipped mustard. Being early and 
having good branching it is a great contender for early shows. (Magic Man x 
Mystique) HC '83, HM '84. $10.00 

BLUE ZIPPER (Niswonger '81 USA) M. 33". A lovely pale blue self w ith 
lovely form . Beards are startling, being deep blue and bushy . Branching is 
good. (Dream in' Blue x Inv. Niswonger Sdlg.) HM '84 $9.00 

BOURBON (Dunn '81 USA) M -L 36". Large blooms displayed well on strong 
stems. Colour is Honey amber to amber brown with blue blazes on the falls 
and gold qeards. Well named. (Chamber Music x Tucson) HM '83 $14.00 

BRANDY (McWhirter '81 USA) M. 36". A lustrous blend of melon, pink and 
rosy brown ; bronze gold beards. Lots of ruffling and fluting. This one is a 
unique colour and created a stir when introduced in America. (Pink Sleigh x 
War Lord) HM '83 $14.00 

BRILLIANT EXCUSE (Gibson '81 USA) M. 34". The most contrasting of 
the newer dark blue black on white plicatas . A much improved Going My Way . 
An exciting addition and well worth a spot in the garden. (From involved 
Gibson seedlings) $20.00 

BRISTO MAGIC (Schreiner '82 USA) EM. 35". Standards are near white ; 
falls are erythrite red edged with Y." of white. An advance in colour towards a 
red amoena . A good grower with fine branching. (Breaking Dawn x Latin 
Lover) HM '84 $17.50 

BROADWAY (Keppel '81 USA) E-EM. 38". Absolutely stunning variegata
plicata. Deep gold standards ; falls are ivory with a broad edging of rich red 
brown. The best of its class. May rebloom once established. (Keppel Sdlg. x 
Flamenco) Walther Cup and top HM '83 . $20.00 

BRONZE FAWN (Gibson '83 USA) M. 36". Another v ibrant p l icata from Jim 
Gibson. Standards are orange veined violet ; falls are yellow orange , stitched 
maroon and garnet and a white signal in the centre of each . Orange red beards. 
(Beyond x Orange Plume) $25.00 

BUBBLE BATH (Ghio '82 USA) M. 38". Super fine ruffles are the first thing 
one notices about this new one from Joe Ghio. Colour is white with a blue 
cast more pronounced in the heart. White beards. Very popular in America . 
(Social Whirl x Intuition) EC ' 78, HM '84 $20.00 

CALAMITE (Anfosso '82 France) L. 34". From the depths of m idnight 
comes this dark one. Violet black standards; falls are velvety black with bronze 
green falls ; ruffled. Easy to grow. (Dusky Dancer x Black Black) $17.50 

CAMEO WINE (Blyth '82 Aust.) M. 36". Apart from being a super parent for 
pink amoenas and bicolours this is a beautiful garden Iris, standards are soft 
pastel pink with a slight blue hue at the midrib, they are closed and ruffled. 
Falls are deeper rose pink and deepening towards hafts. Petal edges are lighter. 
Light burnt tangerine beards. Wide flaring form, superb grower, altogether we 
are very pleased with this and all who see it love it. ((Snow Peach x Martinique) 
x Embassadora). Silver medal - Florence '85 . $12.00 

CATALYST (Keppel '80 USA) E-M. 35". We have been very impressed with 
this lovely cFeation . Clear, bright sunflower yellow, not gold, with falls a bit 
darker with a velvety fin ish . The beards are yellow orange . Well branched 
stems and a great garden display Iris. Very ruffled and faintly laced. 
(Generosity x Involved Keppel Sdlg.) HM '82, AM '84 $11.00 

CENTENNIAL STATE (Ghio '82 USA) L -VL. 40". This has been stunning 
for us and is sure to go a Jong way. Lacy peach standards blended peach at 
midribs; falls are white with lacy peach edges ; bright tangerine beards. (Artiste 
x (Bicentennial x Happy Bride)) HM '84 $15.00 

CHAMPAGNE BRAISE (Anfosso '82 France) M . 32". Stands are pearly wh ite 
flushed p ink in the centre ; falls are pink, white near the throat ; tangeri ne 
beards. Easy grower. (Snowline x Snow Peach) $10.00 

CHESTNUT BEAUTY (Gibson '80 USA) M . 38". This has proved to be so 
popular that we have had to drop it from the catalogue last year to increase 
stock. Basically it is a yellow and white ground, brown st itched plicata . Wide 
and ruffled and makes a lovely show. Easy grower. (102-GE x Wild Gi nger) x 
(Blueberry Trim x Smoke Rings) $12.50 

CHICKASAW SUE (Gibson '83 USA) M. 30". Although registered as a 
Border Bearded it reaches TB size for us but is on the short side but with 
that a very lovely plicata. Standards are orange red with a violet blend ; fa l ls 
are white stitched orange red and brown ; br ight orange beards. (Coco Mocha 
x Sdlg) x Golden Garnet Sib)) $16.00 

CHIEF HEMATITE (Gibson '83 USA) M . 36". Prol i fic rebloomer. Nearly a 
solid coloured plicata. Stands are red brown; falls are velvety deeper red 
brown, orange brown beards. Wide and ruffled, a rap id grower. $16.00 

CHIEF WAUKESHA (Blodgett '78 USA) M. 37". Standards are oxblood red; 
falls are slightly deeper, red beards tipped orange. Fine substance and popular. 
(Topaz Gem x ?) HM '80 $12.50 

CHINA DRAGON (Shoop '79 USA) M. 36". Ruffled and lightly laced bright 
deep orange self. Red orange beards. Lovely clear colour. (From involved 
Shoqp Seedlings) $17.50 

CHINESE TREASURE (Blyth '83 Aust.) E-EM 36". Brilliant in colou r, 
particularly its beards, is this new approach to a rose amoena . Standards are 
white with a soft p ink influence in midribs. Falls are deep rose w ith a strange 
bluish hue. Beards are vivid mandarin red. Form is ruffled and branching is 
very good. It has proved itself as a parent and as a garden show is unsurpassed. 
It is a sister to Hush At Twil ight and Polynesian Princess. (Lisa Ann x Child of 
Fortune). $12.00 

CHRISTMAS RUBIES (Hamblen '78 USA) ML 32". We think it is the best 
American red bearded white as far as flower is concerned as it is p ri stine and 
clear. It is however a slow increaser and may not do well in hot areas. It is 
still very beautiful. ((Artcic Flame x (Violet Fire x sib)) x ((Garden Party x 
Fair Luzon) x Artc ic Flame) x Valent ina). HM '80, AM '82 . $20.00 

CINEMA (Williamson '82 USA) M . 36". Butter yel low stands ; fall s are white 
with butter yellow hafts and beards. (Islands of Light x Fan Club) $10.00 

COLOR BASH (Shoop '82 USA) M. 34". Warm white stands ; falls are peach 
orange and tanger ine beards. Clean and clear colou r. ( Lat in Lover sdlg x Pink 
Amoena sdlgs) $15.00 

CONGRATULATIONS (Keppel '83 USA) M. 35". Standards are rich blue 
with violet flush in midrib; falls are pansy violet . Beards are blue t ipped 
yellow. Sweet fragrance. Makes a dramatic show and is an easy grower. (Social 
Whirl x Mystique) $20.00 

CORAL BEADS (Niswonger '82 USA) E-M 40". A cr isp white with a blaze of 
pink around hafts. It has some pink in crests and midribs. Lightly ruffled; 
extra branching. A sister to Coral Beauty and June Sunset. A delight in a 
clump (Coral Strand x Peach Spot). $15.00 

CORAL BEAUTY (Niswonger '81 USA) E-M 34". Near white stands make a 
nice contrast to the peachy apricot falls . A rim of white on the falls adds more 
distinction to the attractive large flowers . Good branching and a v igorous 
grower. Has given good seedlings. (Coral Strand x Peach Spot). HM '84 $16.00 

CORAL CHALICE (Niswonger '83 USA) M. 34". Wh ite with a deep coral 
blush on the falls. Tangerine red beards. Lightly ruffled. A good grower and 
quick of increase. (Coral Strand x Peach Spot) E.C. '79 $16.00 

CORAL LIGHT (Niswonger '83 USA) M. 32". A crystal white with a pink 
blush on the falls . Tangerine pink beards. Good branching and well formed 
flowers . ((Coral Strand x Peach Spot) x Sdlg. 50-73) $14.00 

CORAL SATIN (Hamblen '81 USA) ML. 32". Low growing ruffled coral 
flushed pink . Great colour. Bushy orange beards. ((Star Spangled x Saffron 
Robe) x Love Sonnet) HC '81 . $12.50 

COSMIC LADY (Keppel '80 USA) M. 35". Stands are Mimosa Yel low w ith a 
faint flush of violet. Falls are lemon yellow overlaid hyacinth in centre and 
hafts blended tan. Deep yellow beards. (Pedigree very involved bicolors and 
blends) $10.00 
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CRACKLIN BURGUNDY (Schreiner '81 USA) M. 35". The colour of a fine 
Bordeau x w ine; a unique shade of burgundy red. No haft marks and has a self 
colou red beard . Ideal three way branching. Much liked here. HM '83 
(Parantage unknown). $12.00 

DANCE ABOUT (Blyth '84 Aust.) M-ML. 35"-37". A variety that has 
caused a lot of comment since its maiden bloom . Standards are beige cream, 
shot orchid, falls are lavender shot blue orchid, particularly around gold beards. 
Lovely ruffled form and superb branching. (Chimbolam x Embassadora). A 
sister to Soul Kiss. $10.00 

DAWN GLORY (Schreiner '82 USA) M -L. 40". New like the morning is this 
Iris. Rose pink stands and salmon apricot falls with salmon orange beards. Well 
formed flowers and ideal branching. ( Involved Schreiner Seedl ings). $15.00 

DAZZLING GOLD (Anderson '81 USA) M. 30". Stunning deep golden yellow 
with unique red vein ing over falls . Calls you across the garden . Can 't be missed 
but may not like hotter areas. (Radiant Apogee X West Coast). HM '83.$20.00 

DEEP FIRE (Schreiner '79 USA) M . 37". A self of smouldering red from the 
brown side including beards. Lovely form (Sdlg x Post Time) HM '81 . $10.00 

DEEP VENTURE (Shoop '82 USA) M . 36". Soft violet blue flowers with 
tangerine red beards. Lovely ruffled form . Personality! (Lucky Locket 
sib) $16.00 

DELPHI (Shoop '80 USA) M. 36". Crystal white standards with falls of blue 
violet and fiery tangerine red beards . A startler I HM '84 ((From long line of 
involved seedlings) HM '84 $12.50 

DESERT ECHO (Meek '80 USA) M . 40". A very large flowered and bright 
plicata ; standards being citron green ish yellow; falls have rich maroon brown 
peppering and sanding on sandy gold ground. Well named. Strong easy grower 
with good branching. (Pencil Sketch x Desert Pix ie) HM '82 $16.00 

DESERT MIST (Williamson '82 USA) E-M 34". Stands are golden tan brushed 
and peppered rosewood ; falls are white sanded rosewood at hafts with plicata 
edging of tan lace . Lemon beards . (Osage Buff x Nelson Sdlg) $12.00 

DISTANT FIRE (Schreiner '83 USA) E-M 35". Rich and pure coppery red , 
velvety sheen on falls; gold beards. Makes a great show. (Rabat Ruby x 
(October Alex sdlg)) $20.00 

DUNE (Hager '81 USA) Mohr Type with% Aril Blood E-M 30". Big globular 
flowers w ith domed standards and recurving falls all in brassy gold; brown 
veining around gold beards. Some stem branching. Named for the science 
fiction book of the same name. ( (Persian Market x Welcome Reward) x 
Prosper ity) . HM '83 . $9.00 

DUTCH CHOCOLATE (Schreiner '70 USA) EM 35". Been around for a while 
and is still so popular, we usually sell out of it annually . Colour is chocolate 
brown with hints of sultry deeper brown. Great! AM '73 . •$,10.00 

DUTCH GIRL (Mohr '81 USA) E-L 38". There have been many mid to light 
blue amoenas over the past 15 years but this is easily the best we have grown 
or seen. Standards are pure white , ruffled and closed ; falls are light blue, "wide, 
flared and ruffled. White beards. Super branch ing and growth. (Sea of Gal Hee 
x Winter Panorama) HM '84 . Magnificent! $18 .00 

EASTERTIME (Schreiner '80 USA) ML 38". One of the loveliest surprises we 
have had for some time among the new Iris. A handsome cream encrusted 
gold. Excellent in all respects and the substance is among the best we have 
seen. Branching and bud placement are just as could be wished. (From 
involved Schreiner seedlings). HC '79. HM '82. AM '84 $20.00 

EDGE OF WINTER (Schreiner '83 USA) EM 37". Deep lavender blue 
standards dominate the pale whitish tints of the pert flaring falls which are 
pastel blue. Sturdy weather resistant and should be a great show variety. From 
very involved seedling lines) . It is a hybridizing breakthrough. HC '82. $20.00 

EDNA'S WISH (Gibson '83 USA) M-L 40". Ruffled salmon orange with a 
metallic sheen and violet cast. Orange red beards. A great grower. Named for 
Jim Gibsons wife. Could be an interesting parent being Y, plicata. (Starfrost 
Pink x Orange Plume sib) $25.00 

ELVIS PRESLEY (Benson '82 USA) M . 36". Ruffled white self with green 
t ints. Wide ruffled and blocky form. A typ ical Benson Ir is. (Night Frost x 
sdlg inv. Van Cliburn, Melissa, Tosca, Skywatch etc.) $22.50 

ETIQUETTE (Keppel '82 USA) M . 36". Strong violet on white plicata with 
narrow stitching to petal edges. Orange yellow beards. Super form and growth. 
(Very involved plicata pedigree) HM '84 $20.00 

EVERLASTING LOVE (Oyer '79 USA) M. 34". Lovely ruffled coral pink 
self w ith s~lf colou red beards. Plenty of ruffle and an easy grower. A good 
deep colou r . (Pink Taffeta x Crystal Flame). HM '83 . $9.00 

EXOTIC ISLE (Plough '81 USA) EM. 33". Standards are bright plum with a 
white centre ; falls same colour with a well defined white spot. A different type 
of plicata and very striking. (Going my Way x Exotic Star) $15.00 

FAITHFULNESS (Waltermaire '83 USA) E-M Rebloomer. 36". Ruffled full 
violet blue with white beards. Has a pronounced sweet fragrance. Strong 
grower and lovely form. (Sapphire Hills x Full Tide) $14.00 

FALLIN' (Lesley Blyth '84 Aust.) M-ML 40" Sdlg. PL21-A. An absolute sure 
show winner but could be blooming a little late in some areas for spring shows. 
Standards are cream overlaid gold around midrib; falls are cream deepening to 
gold at hafts. Lemon beards, beautiful form, wide flaring, super branching. 
(Swedish Modern x King of Diamonds) $16.00 

FAN CLUB (Dalton '81 USA) M. 35". Rich deep pink self with tangerine red 
beards. Easy grower. (Pink Sleigh x Greenan Castle) $10.00 

FANCY DANCER (Blyth '84 Aust.) E-M 32". Soft lavender wash over grey 
white standards, almost solid colour. Falls white, heavily dotted and veined all 
over with violet. Very rounded and flaring form. Cream beards. From the 
description it may be hard to realize that this is a bicolour plicata. A vibrant 
addition to a new colour pattern and a sister to Noon Siesta. (Soul Power x 
Caramba) HC '84. $14.00 

FILOLI (Corlew '82 USA) M. 34". Rebloomer. Chalky white self with vibrant 
red beards . Not as bright as Christmas Rubies but a better grower and this 
reblooms in autumn and winter. (Involved red bearded white breeding). 
HM '84 $12.50 

FINANCIER (Ghio '80 USA) EM. 36". Extra fine large gold self including 
beards . Petals have serrated edges. Beautiful form and show winning branching. 
(Mandolin sib x (Show Timex (New Moon x Ponderosa))) HM '82 $10.00 

FIRST BLUSH (Corlew '81 USA) EM. 33". Lovely light pink, slightly deeper 
falls; Red pink beards. (Pink Sleigh x Cornerstone) HM '83. $12.50 

FLOWER SHOW (Gatty '83 USA) EM. 36". An early one that should be a 
winner at the show with its super branching and flower quality, but what else 
coming from Joe Gatty . Colour is hyacinth orchid, blended cream in falls . 
Prominant deep yellow beards. It grows like the great White Lightning, its 
grandparent. (Dream Affair x Sun City) $20.00 

FLY TO VEGAS (Plough '82 USA) E· L. 36". A bright bicolour having 
butterscotch standards and extremely flared falls of blue violet lightly edged 
brown. Gold beards. (Vegas Bandit x Freedom Road sib) $18.00 

FORBIDDEN (Dunn '80 USA) ML. 40". Solid blooms are a pretty shade of 
grey over cream, bluer in cooler weather, and green shadings through the 
heart. Lusty strong grower but not a rapid increaser. (pagan x Pagan sib) . 
Good for floral artists: HM '82 $12.50 

FORT APACHE (Schreiner '82 USA) M. 39". A vibrant red Iris or maroon 
ruby red. Red brown beards. Branching is up to 4 way with 12 buds, hence a 
long bloom season is assured. A great addition to the reds. ((Roman Copper 
sib x Sdlg.) x Cockade) HM '84 $15.00 

FREEDOM ROAD (Plough '77 USA) ML. 32". Primrose yellow stands with 
bold flush of lobelia blue at midrib; lobelia blue falls blended grey brown at 
hafts; straw yellow beards. (Guitar Country x Shipshape) $14.00 

FRENCH GOWN (Blyth '83 Aust.) E-EM. 34". A strikingly lovely formed 
plicata. Standards are white with a heavy infusion of lilac around edges. Falls 
are white with a definate Y." edge of lilac. Beards are old gold. Very ruffled 
form with a light touch of lace. It is easily the best in a class of many 
contenders. It is a good parent and causes lots of comment in the garden. 
(Satin Stitch x Grecian Gown). HC '84. $9.00 

FRESNO FROLIC (Weiller '80 USA) E-M. 34". Full tailored blooms of bright 
orange; a self . Not as large blooms as Fresno Calypso but brighter. ((Golden 
Gene x Flaming Star) x Fresno Calypso) HM '82 . $12.00 

FURNACE CREEK (Maryott '82 USA) M. 37". Heavily ruffled brilliant 
orange self ; bushy orange beards. Easy grower. (Orange Empire x Orange 
Wonder) EC '81 $12.00 

GALLANT MOMENT (Schreiner '80 USA) EM 40". Possibly the best in its 
colour class, a new red from the brown side. Tall and stately with classy 
flowers with a smooth silky glossy finish. Golden yellow beards. We like this 
one and it can be recommended. (From very involved Schreiner red seedling 
line). HM '82. $12.50 

GHOST RIDERS (Babson '80 USA) M. 38". Grey white self with a bit of 
gold at hafts; grey blue beards. (Pantomime x Epic) $12.00 



GINGERBREAD GIRL (Gibson '81 USA) EM. 37". A brown and white 
plicata, gingerbread brown on white ground. Ruffled and easy prolific grower. 
((Coco Mocha x (Blueberry Trim x Smoke Rings) x (Blueberry Trim x Smoke 
Rings)) HM '83 . $10.00 

GLISTENING ICICLE (Maryott '82 USA) M. 35". Smooth and wide amoena 
with white standards and deep blue falls. Lots of ruffles and very popular here 
in the garden. (Full Tide x President Farnsworth) $17.50 

GODDESS (Keppel '81 USA) E. 35". Coming from plicata breeding is this 
lovely pastel creation tinted in pale peach, cream and ivory . Ruffled and 
swirled. Could be a useful parent for plicatas (Apricot Blaze sdlg x Osage Buff 
sdlg). It is a full plicata recessive. HM '83 $15.00 

GOLD BRACELET (Rudolph '80 USA) M . 29". Just makes it into the TB 
class, so plant it in front. A strong golden yellow with startling white spots 
on falls and gold beards. Heavily ruffled with the form one expects from 
Rudolph Iris. (Lemon Brocade x 70-107) $16.00 

GOLDEN GARNET (Gibson '80 USA) M. 34". A fancy plicata ; standards are 
golden yellow orange. Yellow falls have a white blaze and garnet plicata 
markings. Very ruffled and laced. (Kilt Lilt x (Copper Capers Sdlg. x Anon 
sib)) $20.00 

GOLD GALORE (Schreiner '78 USA) M . 35". Simply put. The best gold 
available. We say no more. All good growing qualities . Choice! (West Coast x 
Warm Gold) HM '80 . Primo Firenze '82 (Italy) . AM '82. $10.00 

GRAPHIC ARTS (Hager '78 USA) EM. 38". A super plicata that where ever 
it grows it is loved. Very white petals stitched with a precise edging of navy 
blue. Lovely flaring form with ruffle and waves. Great branching. (Odyssey 
x Charmed Circle) . $15.00 

HAMPTON HARMONY (Donnell '83 Aust.) M . 40". From Les Donnel comes 
this vibrant new bicolour being a great improvement on its popular parent 
Dingley Diadem. Standards are fawn to buff, with a pale violet midrib. Falls 
are blue violet, wide and flared. Beards are orange. (Dingley Diadem>< Foggy 
Dew) HC '82. HM '84 $8.00 

HANDIWORK (Ghio '83 USA) ML. 34". Classed as a fancy plicata because 
of its marbled effect. Colour is bitoned blue violet and white . Wide and full. 
(Premonition x Barletta). Unique and we like it. $17.00 

HARLEM HUSSY (Meek '82 USA) ML. 35", Very ruffled red black including 
beards. Has some plicata in pedigree. (((Gay Tracery x Witches ' Brew) x War 
Lord) x Cherry Smoke) . We like it. Very sultry I HM '84 $16.00 

HERE'S MY HEART (Plough '82 USA) ML. 32". Pretty pastel in azalea pink 
with falls edged in amethyst ,filac . Coral red beards. Something a bit different. 
(May Romance x (Touche x involved sdlg)) $15.00 

HIGHNESS (Ghio '81 USA) ML. 38". Tall well branched coral pink shaded 
to white in centre of falls. Tangerine beards. Its a good parent. (Pink Angel x 
Entourage) HM '83 $12.50 

HINDENBURG (Maryott '83 USA) M. 38". We are in need of some good 
orange Iris and a great deal or work is going on in this regard in USA Here is 
one that appeals to us and is a good garden variety . Colour is heavily ruffled 
orange including beards. Great I ((West Coast x Sunny Delight) x Orange 
Empire) $20.00 

HINDU MAGIC (Blyth '81 Aust.) E-EM. 42". Vibrantly contrasting bicolour 
plicata, buff tan standards, almost completely solid colour with a slight 
influence of violet around midrib. Falls white with W' border of solid rosy 
violet. Beards are mustard . Flared, wide and ruffled. An Iris that many people 
have wanted since its first bloom . (Going My Way x Caramba). HC '82. Calvert 
Award '83 . HM '84 . $9.00 

HOMBRE (R. Nelson '80 USA) M. 32". Standards are a blend of copper rose 
and golden brown ; falls similar and with bronze rim and purple violet blaze 
below dark golden orange beards . (Chamber Music x Tuscon) $12.50 

HONEY MOCHA (Luihn '80 USA) ML. 36". We have been pleased with this 
since seeing it in the Luihn Garden in San Francisco on release. Its mocha 
brown, lightly laced and a wash that spills down over falls. Bronze beard 
tipped mocha. Good grower. One of the best light browns. ((Pride of Ireland 
x New Moon) x Solano) HM '82 $16.00 

HOT LINE ·(Schreiner '81 USA) ML. 36". Well named. Rich gold blend w ith 
heavy shoulder markings of burnt sugar brown . Super branching with up to 
12 buds. A stunner that is popular here in the garden. ((Olympic Torch x 
Autumn Brown) x Calypso Bay sib) x Hash Marks)) HM '83 $15.00 

HUMOHR (Hager '81 USA) Onco type bearded iris. Predominantly viol et 
colouring is irregularly marked with patches of white and smaller white 
patches throughout. Wide petals and typical onco or Mohr type rounded 
blooms. (Turkish Tracery x Welcome Reward) x Socialite)). HM '83 $8.00 

HUSH AT TWILIGHT (Blyth '81 Aust.) M-ML. 38". Smooth creamy apricot 
ruffled closed standards, falls creamy apricot with an overall wash of rosy 
pink . A unique colour combination. Lovely substance with beautiful 3 way 
branching. Vivid tangerine beards. (Lisa Ann x Child of Fortune). $8.00 

INCA QUEEN (Blyth '84 Aust.) M. 34". We hope one day to have a blue 
bearded pink amoena and this is an initial step along the path . We have not an 
acceptable pink amoena as yet . The standards are pastel blue, ruffled. Falls are 
paler pastel blue with a chartreuse overlay, they are wide with heavy substance. 
The busy beards are deep vivid blue and make striking contrasts. Well 
branched and multiple budded. (Tranquil Star x Evening Echo) HC '83 $16.00 

INDIAN TERRITORY (Ghio '80 USA) EM. 38". Choice new brown from 
Joe Ghio in California. It is an easy grower, so should do well in hot areas. 
Colour is a self of lustrous reddish brown including the beards. We love it 
(Malaysia x (Show Timex (Ponderosa x New Moon))). HM '82. $12.00 

IN CONCERT (Blyth '84 Aust.) M-ML 35". Standards are palest blue, in fact 
near white, faintly deeper at midrib, falls are white, veined and stitched at 
petal edges in deep lavender, deepening at edges. Beards are white . The main 
thing about this variety that made it stand out from its sisters was its super 
form , rounded flaring falls, ruffles - Super! (Sapharine x Asha 
Michelle) $20.00 

INFINITE GRACE (Hamblen '82 USA) EM. 34". Ruffled laced and towards 
a pink amoena. Near white stands; light pink falls ; good stem and multi 
branchi~g (Inv. pink, white and blue sdlg ; Melodrama x Festive Skirt) 
HM '8~ $12.50 

IN SMOKE (Blyth '84 Aust.) M·ML. 34". From two of our most proven 
parents comes this pretty pastel bitone. Standards are smoky light be ige pink, 
closed and ruffled. Falls are smoky pastel I ilac, deepening towards the hafts. 
Lilting, flared and fluted form . Beards are tangerine red (Child of Fortune x 
Chimbolam) $12.00 

INSPIRATION POINT (Gibson '82 USA) ML. 38". A Gipson plicata that is 
unique. Standards are a blend of smokey v iolet and brown on yellow and 
veined deep violet ; falls stitched smokey violet on yellow band and white 
signals; brown beards. ((102-6E x Wild Ginger) x (Blueberry Trim x Smoke 
Rings)) $15.00 

JONTUE (Williamson '81 USA) M . 34". Standards are creamy beige apricot, 
texture veined beige apricot ; falls are creamy white, edged beige apricot and 
lit with coral red beards. (Launching Pad x Georgia Girl) $12.50 

JUNE SUNSET (Niswonger '81 USA) M.34". Standards are near wh ite with 
some apricot infusion . Falls are peachy apricot blended smoothly. Beards are 
apricot. Well branched with the fine bud placement. This has given some 
lovely seedlings in the raisers garden. Reblooms well for us. (Coral Strand x 
Peach Spot). Sister to Coral Beauty. HM '84. $17.50 

KAMBALDA (Stan Lott '84 Aust.) M. 38". From Stan Lott comes this sure 
show winner and to prove it, in the spring Iris show in Melbourne it won the 
Brens Perpetual Cup for best Australian raised Iris. It also won best Vase. 
Colour is a self of creamy white deepening to cream at hafts which are yellow. 
Beards are yellow. All growth characteristics are good. (Carved Cameo x 
(Vegas x Tussah Silk)) . $12.00 

KERRIES KIRTLE (Donnell '83 Aust.) M. 32". Colour is basically brown 
shot with cream and blue violet ; a yellow blaze in the centre of falls . Beards 
are orange . A pretty plicata (Caramel Contrast x Dingley Dawn) Calvert Award 
'82. AM '83. $8.00 

KISS WALTZ (Benson '82 USA) M. 40". Ruffled deep coral, sherbert and 
cinnamon pink blend; red orange beards. Good branching and an easy grower 
(Love Theme x Sdlg. 68- IC) HC '81 . $18.00 

LACED COTTON (Schreiner '80 USA) ML. 36". Heavily laced pu re white, so 
much lace it is as if it was exquisitly hand tacked like Belgian lace. Good 
branching. Gives plicata seedlings. (Crinkled Joy x sdlg) x Grand Waltz) 
HC '79. HM '82. AM '84. $16.00 

LADY FRIEND (Ghio '81 USA) VE·E. 38". A real hybridizing breakthrough, 
a most individual colour in garnet rose. It is getting towards red from the pink 
side. It certainly has marvellous earring power in the garden and is much 
admired by all. It is a vigorous grower and makes an instant clump with 
multiple stems and super branching. Great! HM '83 (Indian Territory x 
Countryman) AM '85. $20.00 



LADY LI LA (Simon '82 USA) EM. 40". Bright apricot orange blend with 
apricot beards. Falls have a yellow overlay. (Big Peach x Orange Empire) 
HC '80. $14.00 

LAVENDER RIBBON (Rudolph '81 USA) M. 32". Standards are light 
lavender pink, falls are pale lavender pink deepening at hafts and a narrow 
yellow edge; a lilac-violet streak also graces the falls. Very heavily ruffled 
flowers . Vibrant and pretty here in the garden (70-85 x Louise Watts) x 
(Cream Taffety x Yvonne Burt) $22.50 

LEDA'S LOVER (Hager '80 USA) M. 38". We think the best white iris 
available. It is not a chalk white but a warm creamy white with opulent ruffles 
and style. Lemon beards blend in making a delightful new variety . Franklin 
Cook Cup '81 . Walther Cup and top HM '82 (Blue Geometrics sib x Ice 
Sculpture) AM '84 . $15.00 

LILAC LASS (Niswonger '82 USA) M. 34". Standards are blue-lilac; falls are 
white . White beards slightly tipped tangerine. A reverse blue lilac amoena. 
Could give some interesting children. ( (Sapphire Fuzz x Rippling Waters) x 
Pink Sleigh)) x (Centrefold sib x Mulberry Crush) HC. '80. EC '81. $15.00 

LOOKOUT (Gibson '82 USA) M. 34". White flushed lavender, Y," bright gold 
edge to falls and gold hafts, lacy. Orange beards. (Orange Splendour x Orange 
Glaze) $14.00 

LORILEE (Schreiner '81 USA) ML. 37". Rose orchid with a white area in the 
centre of each fall . Lovely branching and an easy growing variety for us . 
Popular here! (Seedling x Cranberry Ice) HC '80, HM '83 $12.50 

LOVE CHILD (Knocke '79 USA) ML. 40". Standards are violet-pink. falls 
dark reddish purple; yellow beards are yellow tipped pinkish purple. 
(Margarita x Latin Lover) $12.50 

LOVE SCENE (Rudolph '81 USA) M. 34". A sister to Lavender Ribbon ; 
light lavender pink standards; pale lavender pink falls, deeper at edges and 
hafts; blue beards tipped pink; heavily ruffled flowers are fragrant. $20.00 

LOVE THE SUN (Lesley Blyth '83 Aust.) E-EM. 36". From bicolours and 
plicatas comes this lovely bitoned gold Iris. Standards are lemon yellow, closed 
and ruffled. Falls are warm gold with a '/.," edge of standard colour, lightly 
ruffled and flared. Beards are deeper gold and branching is four way and 
superb. It is a good show Iris and looks great in the garden . ((Latin Lover x 
Bayberry Candle) x Sound of Gold). $11.00 

MAGIC MAN (Blyth '79 Aust.) ML. 38". Standards soft pastel blue with a 
deeper infusion around midribs - They are closed and ruffled. Falls are flaring 
velvety purple with 1 /8" band of light blue around edges. Vibrant red 
tangerine beards set everything afire. Excellent branching and growth . 
((Fanfare Orchid x (Arctic Flame x Morning Breeze)) x Latin Tempo) x 
Cabaret Royale). .$9.00 

MAKADOLA (Lesley Blyth '83 Aust.) M. 36". This lovely variety ha~ been 
popular in the nursery for some 4 years and is finally registered and rel'eased. 
Standards are pastel lavender. Falls are iridescent violet with a '/.." edge of 
standard colour. The form is wide and arching . Beards are an unusual bronze. 
(Latin Lover x Bayberry Candle) . $9.00 

MANY HUES (Darling '81 USA) M. 36". Saffron yellow standards and rosy 
purple falls flushed white and pencil lined edging of saffron yellow. Well 
named and a pretty Iris. (Parentage unknown) $17.50 

MARINER'S COVE (Luihn '83 USA) M-VL. 40". Scrolled or texture veined 
fluted wistaria blue self; pale yellow beards tipped blue. Quality introduction. 
Robust! (Full Tide x Added Praise) $16.00 

MARION DAVIES (G. Grosvenor '83 Aust .) M-L. 32". Standards are ruffled 
light p ink, falls are salmon pink with tangerine beards, and form is lacy and 
ruffled . It grows well and has super branching. We are very pleased with it and 
hope it is grown in many gardens both here and overseas. (Beige Melody x 
Pink Angel) $9.00 

MARMALADE (Keppel '79 USA) M. 36". This has been on everyones want 
list the instant it is seen . It is not a quick grower and has taken a little longer 
to have enough stock to catalogue. Colour is terrific, an all over marmalade 
orange that is so well named. Prominent orange red beards; heavy substance. 
(West Coast x Involved Keppel seedling) HM '81 $16.00 

MELON SUPREME (Niswonger '80 USA) M . 33". Standards are near white, 
with slight apricot infusion around midribs. Falls are canteloupe or melon with 
edging of white. Tangerine beards (Coral Strant x Peach Spot) will give 
amoena seedlings. $10.00 

MERRY MADRIGAL (Babson '82 USA) M. 37". Fresh spring colours well 
displayed on fluted and ruffled flowers; standards are lemon cream; falls cream 
edged lavender . (Touche x 52-5) $12.00 

METALLIC BLUE (Niswonger '80 USA) M. 34". We think this is a unique 
Iris. It is a very smooth silvery metalic blue self with silvery blue beards. It 
gives superb show stems as well as making a stunning display in the garden. 
Super! One of our favourites. (Claremont Classic x Elusive Dream) EC '79, 
HC '79, HM '82 $15.00 

MIDNIGHT FIRE (Niswonger '83 USA) M. 34". Deep blue self with bush 
fiery red beards. A startling Iris. Good grower. (21-76 x Red Tie) $18.00 

MIRROR IMAGE (Hager '79 USA) ML. 36". The standards are almost a 
reflection of the falls in patterning; plicata bands of dark, blackish blue violet 
encircle pure white petals. Lovely ruffle and form. Great I (Odyssey x 
Charmed Circle) HM '81 . $11.00 

MISSOURI SUNRISE (Niswonger '82 USA) E-M. 33". A bicolour with 
pinkish buff standards and yellow orange falls and very bright red beards set 
things off. Flowers are not as large as some but it makes a brilliant spectacle. It 
also has super branching. We like it. (Happy Harmony x Sdlg.) x Sunset Snows) 
EC '81 $12.00 

MISTRESS (Keppel 80 USA) EM. 36". A very delicate creamy pink plicata 
dotted and suffused phlox pink; beards are soft orange. A pretty Iris that 
could be an interesting plicata parent. (Involved Keppel seedling x Osage Buff) 
AM '84 $12.50 

MISTY RAINBOW (Hamner '81 USA) ML. 34". A pretty blended bicolour 
that appeals to many. Rose purple standards, closed and ruffled; falls are 
rhodamine purple touched blue and then a creamy overall wash that intensifies 
with age. Tangerine beards. ((Misty Dawn x Touch) x Becky Lee sdlg) x (New 
Moon x Becky Lee) $15.00 

MORNING SHADOWS (Dunn '82 USA) M. 36". A new one after the 
Mystique style. Standards are light blue violet flushed deeper violet at midribs; 
falls are deep violet with a lighter area around beards. Ruffled form and a fast 
grower for us. (Forbidden x Mystique) $14.00 

MOSSENOVA (Blyth '81 Aust.) E-EM. 38". Purest white standards, perfectly 
formed ; falls pale lavender-magenta deepening towards hafts. Rounded very 
flaring form. White beards heavily tipped coral tangerine. Absolutely nothing 
else like it. Good grower with show winning stems for that early show 
(Embassadora x Unknown) $8.00 

MULLED WINE (Keppel '82 USA) ML. 36". We have been delighted with 
this great Iris since seeing it in the Keppel garden in 1980 as a selected seedling 
and because it is such a good grower we have enough of it to release already. 
Colour is raspberry burgundy self with brown orange beards. Ethereal and 
stately . Has to be seen to be appreciated. Was awarded best commercial new 
colour in Florence in '85 . Quality plus! (Long involved pedigree x Maraschino) 
HM '84. Watch for more awards. $25.00 

NATURAL BEAUTY (L. Gartman '84 USA) M. 36". Lily Gartman has 
introduced only a few Iris but they are lovely. This one is no exception. It is 
a self of soft pale pink, falls may be a shade softer ; orange pink beards and 
blocky formed flowers . Superb show winning branching. (Carved Cameo x 
Entourage) $25.00 

NEEDLEPOINT (Schreiner '83 USA) VE-E. 33". Delicate petit point 
stitching of rose on striking white background. Standards have slightly deeper 
coloured stitching. (Polka Party x Happy Halo) $17.50 

NEFERTITI (Gatty '81 USA) M. 34". Another we have enjoyed for a number 
of years since seeing it first in the raisers garden. Creamy pink stands infused 
orchid ; falls are soft orchid fading to white as flower ages and a well defined 
mauve margin. Soft tangerine beards. Super ruffled form and width. Not an 
easy parent but well worth the try. (Louise Watts x Loudon Charmer) 
HM '83 $22.50 

NIGHT AFFAIR (Luihn '83 USA) M-VL 36". Fluted and ruffled glistening 
dark royal violet; deep blue beards. Expansive flowers . Stately and striking! 
(Navy Strut x Contempo) $15.00 

NOON SIESTA (Blyth '81 Aust.I E-EM. 33". A fancy bicolour plicata and 
very popular over the past three bloom seasons. Standards are lemon buff, 
ruffled and closed. Falls are white washed and dotted all over with lavender 
violet deepening towards petal edges. Flared form and a very heavy bloomer. 
Good branching. (Soul Power x Caramba) $9.00 

NUANCE (Dyer '81 USA) M. 30". Standards are pale cameo pink; falls are 
slightly lighter, with deeper shoulders. Pale pink beards. Lovely Iris loved by 
all who see it. HM '84 (Cherub Choir x Pink Taffeta) $20.00 

OLD MASTER (Ghio '80 USA) ML 36". Like the name suggests this has many 
colours in it; standards are mid-brown; falls are buff red brown with shades of 
violet, gold and russet, tan beards. A lovely and easy growing Iris, popular here 
in the garden. (Malaysia x Ghio seedling). HM '83 $14.00 



ORIENTAL ETCHING (Rudolph '80 USA) M. 34". Standards are lavender 
pink; falls are tan on lower half blending to yellow at hafts with a white blaze 
below yellow beards. Unusual and gives interesting seedlings. (Crystal Dawn x 
Chartreuse Ruffles) HM '84 $15.00 

ORIENT EXPRESS (Benson '82 USA) M. 36". Beige and light tan standards; 
falls are beige, orchid and mauve evenly edged tan . Beards are beige . Ruffled 
and laced form (Denver Mint sdlg x Paris Opera sdlg) $15.00 

PACIFIC GAMBLER (Blyth '82 Aust.) E. 40". A complete chartreuse gold 
self, gold beards, wide and very flared . In the garden it is a good grower and 
makes a striking display . Also a surprise coming from a completely bicolour 
pedigree, so could be an interesting parent. (((Champagne Music x Snowlight) 
x (Barcelona x Outer Limits) x Mystique.) $8.00 

PALACE GOSSIP (Blyth '83 Aust.) E-EM. 34". A sister to the popular Hindu 
Magic but so very different . A pl icata of the darkest tones of burgundy, darker 
by far than any other we have grown or seen overseas. Standards are almost 
solid burgundy, closed and ruffled, falls have a %" border of burgundy and a 
vivid white area shows through in the centre. Beards are also burgundy tipped 
bronze . Super show branching and good growth habits make it an ideal all 
round iris . (Going My Way x Caramba). HC '84 . $20.00 

PARADISE (Gatty '80 USA) ML. 33". It has taken us a while to get enough 
stock to release this lovely pink Iris from Joe Gatty . Standards are peach pink ; 
falls are slightly creamier peach pink . Lots of lace and ruffling. It is all over 
quality . (Playgirl x (May Dancer x Princess)) AM '84 $15.00 

PARIS KISS (Blyth '83 Aust.) M-ML 34". Standards are near white w i th a 
faint pastel pink influence. They are ruffled and closed. Falls are palest pink 
overlaid particularly around hafts with orchid, blending out smoothly over the 
falls . Beards are white tipped tangerine. Form is wide and ruffled, a choice 
Iris. ((Orchid Tapestry x Twist and Shout) x Chimbolam). $12.00 

PARIS ORIGINAL (Ghio '81 USA) M-ML. 42". Cranbery orchid self with red 
beards. Tall and stately just like a model showing off the latest gown . Great 
branching. We like it. (From involved Chio seedlings) HM '83 $11.00 

PEPPERMINT (Gaulter '81 USA) M-L. 34". Very ruffled and laced pastel; 
standards are mauve-pink; falls are blue-lavender, yellow at hafts, yellow 
beards tipped white. ((May Hall x Pink Horizon) x Glendale Sdlg. ) $11.00 

PEPPERMINT CRUSH (Niswonger '82 USA) M. 34". A pretty pink and 
pastel combination, standards being pink and falls being slightly deeper edging 
on white . Tangerine beards. Ruffled and laced . Easy grower for us . (Stained 
Ivory x Butterscotch Trim) x (Secret Wishes x (May Melody x (Fleeta x 
Golden years sib))) EC '81 $16.00 

PERFECT ACCENT (Weiler '80 USA) M-L. 34". Lightly laced brilliant 
yellow with prominent orange beards. Good colour effect. (Weiler Sdlg. x 
My Desire) $12.50 

PERSIAN SMOKE (Blyth '79 Aust.) EM. 40". Ruffled smoky pink standards ; 
falls are smoky plum purple with some white veining at hafts. Red tangerine 
beards . Ever popular and sells out each year. (Sostenique x Cabaret 
Royale) $9.00 

PINK ANGEL (Rudolph 73 USA) E. 30". This usually sells out each season 
as it is so popular. Colour is light pink blending slightly deeper at hafts. Beards 
are pink. Super form . Branching could be better. (Pink Sleigh x Pink Taffeta) 
HM '74, AM '76 $9 .00 

PLAYGIRL (Gatty 77 USA) M. 37". Laced light clear pink self; pink orange 
beards . Good form . Has given Joe Gatty a lot of good seedlings. (Liz x Pink 
Sleigh). HM '78 $12.50 

POLYNESIAN PRINCESS (Blyth '83 Aust.) M-ML. 36". Difficult to convey 
are the tones of this Iris and even when the description is written down it is a 
surprise to see the Iris. Standards are peachy pink, falls are of the same tone 
and a heavy rose wash covers the entire fall area deepening towards the hafts, a 
Y." edge of peach pink sets off each fall . Beards are light tangerine. Good 
flared form and show branching, as well as the colours. It is a good parent for 
us. A sister to Hush at Twilight and Chinese Treasure. ( Lisa Ann x Child of 
Fortune) $11.00 

PORTRAIT OF AMY (Kegerise 78 USA) M-L. 34". Delightfully ruffled and 
laced soft pink ; slightly deeper pink beards. Super form and good show winn ing 
branching. Much liked by the ladies (Point Clear x Pink Taffeta) $14.00 

PRETTY LADY (Gatty '82 USA) M-L. 38". Rich peach pink flowers on tall 
elegant stems. Lots of ruffle and lace. Good grower. Well named. (Bon Bon x 
(Risque x (Flaming Heart x (Regna x Ester Fat)))) HM '84 $17 .50 

QUEEN IN CALICO (Gibson '80 USA) M. 38". A delightful, 'exciting and 
novel new colour combination from Jim Gibson . A plicata of colours that have 
to be seen to be appreciated. Ground colour is creamy wh i te, standards are 
heavily marked and stitched rose and pink violet . Falls are not so heavily 
marked but the colour is the same. Beards are interesting burnt tangerine. 
(Orange Plus x Anon) x Orange Pius x 14-9A) HM '82, AM '84 $17.50 

RAIN CRYSTAL (Blyth '82 Aust.) M :ML. 38". Nothing el se is quite like this 
and its totally different from its sister Cameo Wine. A white self with orchid 
shoulders, its as if colour has been painted on the hafts. Beards are red-coral. 
Fabulous branching and an easy grower. (Snow Peach x Martinique) x 
Embassadora) $12.50 

RAPUNZEL'S TOWER (Gaulter '81 USA) M. 36". A strange name for an 
Iris, the standards are pink ; falls are greenish cream pink with antique gold 
hafts, deep orange tangerine beards. Easy grower. (Glendale Sdlg x sib) $14.00 

RED REWARD (Stevens '83 USA) M. 35". Rich and rewarding is this ruffled 
mahogany red self with mahogany beards. Possibly the most ruffled red brown 
we grow. Is a good grower and has done well in shows in USA. (Red Raven x 
Post Time) $20.00 

RINGO (Shoop '79 USA) M . 36". A bright surprise is this new combination 
from George Shoop. Pure white standards and grape to rose falls and tanger ine 
beards. A striking amoena and George says it breeds pink amoenas . (From 
seedlings involving Behold, Fanfare Orchid, etc) HM '81 , AM '83 $12.50 

RISQUE PINK (Gibson '81 USA) M. 37". Just to prove that Jim Gibson can 
produce Iris of quality other than plicatas, here is such a one. It is a ruffled 
pink self of extra large proportions with flowers on ramrod stiff stems. Showy 
pink red beards. Enormous grower. (Starfrost Pink x (Tahiti Sunrise x (Tahiti 
Sunrise x Lorna Lee))) $15 .00 

RI\I.ER HAWK (Plough 79 USA) E·L. 34". Standards are flax blue; falls are 
royal purple, flaring, wide and ruffled form . Very contrasty! (Rain Shadow x 
Tropical Night) $15.00 

ROMAN RHYTHM (Blyth '84 Aust.) E-M. 36". Another half sister to Alpine 
Journey is this vivid bicolour or amoena. Standards are near white with fa int 
orchid tints at hafts . Falls are rich plum burgundy and very clean and crisp . 
Bright tangerine beards . Flared and wide. Good grower. (Tomorrows Child x 
(Love Chant x Festive Skirt)) $10.00 

RON (Hamblen '81 USA) M. 36". Has created a lot of interest in America . To 
us it is one of the best mid blues we have seen . It is a silken mid to royal blue. 
Super! (Silent Majesty x Neptunes Pool) HM '83 $22.50 

ROYAL SATIN (Schreiner '83 USA) M. 36". Smooth and sat iny reddish 
violet with the finish expected of Schreiner Iris. Lovely ! (Starina x Navy 
Strut) $20.00 

RUCHING (Gaulter '81 USA) M-L. 38". Laced lavender with a white flash 
on falls ; wh i te beards. (Grand Waltz x Laurie sdlg). $14.00 

RUFFLED QUEEN (Gibson '80 USA) M . 36". Another lovely plicata that is 
difficult to convey exactly how it can be imagined. Ground colour is yellow to 
salmon to white with the stitching of pinish violet and purple flushes . Yellow 
orange beards. Good grower and well liked by those who have seen it in the 
nursery . HM '84 $20.00 

RUFFLED SURPRISE (Rudolph '81 USA) E. 30". A strange and lovely Iris, 
standards are yellow blended purple at base ; falls are opal white with 
chartreuse edging. Lavender blue beards. (Louise Watts sdlg x Chartreuse 
Ruffles) $17 .50 

RUSTIC CEDAR (Schreiner '81 USA) M-L. 35". Terr if ic light golden tan and 
copper blend with huge flowers of 8" from top to bottom and 4 Y," across . A 
vigorous grower (Carnival Timex Hi Top) HM '83 $12 .50 

RUSTIC DANCE (Gibson '80 USA) E-M. 34". A sister to Queen in Calico. 
Strange and lovely is this dramatic new plicata. Ground colour is yellow with 
heavy overlay and striations of maroon brown . Fluted and ruffled. Mustard 
beards. The effect is a different brown . It is a great parent. ((Orange Plus x 
Anon) x (Orange Plush x Sib)) $16 .00 

RUSTIC WEDDING (Benson '82 USA) M. 38". Ruffled blend of copper, tan 
and gold ; orange beards . Lovely form and branching. Good grower. (Denver 
Mint Sdlg. x My Desire) HC '80 $16.00 

SANSEVERINA (Anfosso '81 France) M. 32". A pretty one from the south 
of France. Soft buff yellow to tan ith a soft blue flush on falls. A prolific 
grower and flowerer. (Touche x Cambodia) $12.00 

SATIN STITCH (Blyth '79 USA) M. 36". Standa rds are white st itched rosy 
pink ; falls are also white with a precise Y." edging of deeper rose pink, ruffled. 
Beards are old gold. A delightful plicata to grow. ((Soul Power x Foggy Dew) 
x Highland Chief) $12.50 



SATURNALIA (Hager '82 USA) M. 36". Clean bright yellow standards; falls 
are pale orchid over yellow in the centre blending out to pale yellow at edges. 
Smooth orange yellow buff hafts, yellow beards. ((Ad Astra x Tamborine) x 
(Inv. Coffee Royal x Tucson)) $12.50 

SCENTED NUTMEG (Maryott '83 USA) M. 36". Named for its fragrance 
more than colour. It is a self of deep blue lavender. It has a pronounced 
nutmeg perfume. Easty grower. (Full Tide x Pres. Farnsworth) $14.00 

SCINTILLATION (Schreiner '81 USA) M. 34". Luscious bright pink falls 
stand out. Standards are pure white and pure gold beards. A different 
approach to a pink amoena and well named. (Distant Chimes x (Orchid 
Brocade x (Annabel Lee sib x Emma Cook))) HM '84 $15.00 

SEASHORE (Ghio '81 USA) E-M. 34". Exquisitely formed large ruffled deep 
blue with brownish beards. Words cannot convey the quality of this Iris. 
(Maestro Puccini x Intuition) HM '83 $20.00 

SHAMAN (Dubose '80 USA) M-L. 36". Exciting new Iris that is a brilliant 
gem in the garden. A garden magician with stands of metallic gold, falls of 
startling black-maroon narrowly edged gold tan and bronze beards. Branching 
is excellent. (Tamborine x Basic Black) HM '82 . $17.50 

SHARLEE (Maryott '82 USA) M. 36". Rebloomer. Standards are orchid 
pink; falls are orchid with yellow shoulders; yellow beards. Lots of ruffle and 
good branching that is often better on rebloom. (Mary Frances x Dream 
Fantasy) $12.50 

SHEER POETRY (Palmer '79 USA) M. 36". Much in demand since first 
introduced, colour is a blend of buff, lavender and yellow with tiny rim of 
light tan at edges; lavender at midribs and around yellow falls . (Starring Roll 
x New Moon) AM '83 $12.50 

SHOOT OUT (Gibson '82 USA) ML. 38". Standards are rich yellow orange 
with violet cast ; falls are velvery red blending to orange red . Rich orange 
beards . Ruffled, easy grower ((Orange Plush x 17-2A) x Chamber 
Music) $15.00 

SHORTMAN'S GARNET RUFFLES (Shortman'83USA) E-M 36" Rebloomer. 
Rich garnet red with more ruffles than any other red we grow. Super 
branching and bud placement. Also good branching 11t rebloom . Not a fast 
increaser. (Pedigree unknown) $25.00 

SIDEWINDER (Maryott '83 USA) M. 37". Spicy plicata, white ground colour 
stitched and speckled mid brown and yellow beards. (Cinnamon Sand x Siva 
Siva) $12.50 

SILVER FLOW (Hager '83 USA) M . 36". Very impressive and intriguing is 
this silvery mid lavender violet. The silver intensifies around beards and 
spread over the falls . Closed standards and wide flared laced falls . Good 
branching and bud count. (Very involved line x Igloo) $20.00 

SIMPLE PLEASURES (Gatty '82 USA) M. 36". Silvery lilac orchid with 
slightly lighter falls. Wide laced and ruffled . Beards shaded from white, yellow 
to tangerine. (Princess x Beaux Arts) $17.50 

SKIER'S DELIGHT (Schreiner '82 USA) ML. 36". A pure snow 
0

white, 
nothing else, hence the name. Wide ruffled form , good branching. An easy 
grower. (Miriam Steel x 030-C) HM '84 $14.00 

SKOOKAMCHUCK (Gibson '83 USA) ML. 34" Rebloomer. Vibrant plicata 
that has to be seen to be appreciated. Orange apricot ground, veined red ; falls 
apricot orange grounded, stitched and speckled red purple at edges, white 
signals and red beards. Strong rebloomer . (Honey Lace sib x Sun Snap) $18.00 

SKYFI RE (Schreiner '80 USA) M. 36". Rich amber orange with ta ilored form 
and fine poise. Good branching. HM '82 (Flaming Day x ((0-900 x Pretty 
Carol) x Claudia Rene)) $12.50 

SMOOTH TALK (Gartman '82 USA) E-M. 40". Superb smooth light orange 
apricot with coral pink hues . Orange beards. Great form , lots of ruffle and 
fluting. Best in its class . (Carved Cameo x Entourage) HM '84. $17.50 

SNOW SPOON (Hager '82 USA) M. 38". Pure white self with white long 
spoons eminating from beards . A novelty similar to horned Iris. $15.00 

SOAP OPERA (Ghio '82 USA) E-M-L. 32". Strong Rebloomer. A strange 
medley of colours, stands being a green, tan bamboo blend; falls are blue 
violet edged colour of standards ; tan beards (Involved Ghio sdlg x Actress) 
Seems to flower more out of season than in season. HM '84 $14.00 

SOCIAL CLIMBER (Schoop '81 USA) M. 36". Ruffled pink self including 
beards. Makes a prolific show. (Blond Goddess x Bright View) $12.50 

SOCIAL REGISTER (Ghio '82 USA) E-L. 36". True light pink self with 
tangerine beards. Typical Ghio quality ((Pink Angel x Happy Bride) x 
Ent ourage ( $16.00 

SOFT JAZZ (Schreiner '82 USA) E. 37". Velvety bicolour with buff-gold 
standards deepening towards hafts; falls are a deepening shade of claret purple 
and set with burnished gold beards. A striking Iris! (Sdlg x Admiral Blue sib) x 
Dialogue) $15.00 

SONG OF NORWAY (Luihn '79 USA) M-L. 38". Glorious is the word that 
first came to mind on seeing this for the first time in the Luihn garden. A 
silvery pale powder blue with deep blue beards. Super branching. Quality! 
(Nobleman x Blue Lustre) HM '81, AM '83, Runner Up OM '85 $18.00 

SOONER SERENADE (Shaver '84 USA) M-L. 40". This is as near as we have 
seen to some of the seedlings coming from the Sunset Snows line, yet is from a 
different line of breeding. Heavily ruffled red violet stand ; ruffled cherry black 
falls and bronze beards. Has a strange elusive irridescence. ((Melodrama x Wine 
& Roses) x (Silver Peak x Storm Warning)) x ((Edenite x Picora Pink) x 
(Majorette x Memphis Lass)) . Has a pronounced fragrance. Could be an 
interesting parent. $20.00 

SORCERESS (Keppel '82 USA) EM. 34". A pretty pastel plicata from Keith 
Keppel. Standards are peach infused lavender; falls are sanded with soft 
reddish violet . Orange beards. A little bit of magic. ((Roundup sib x Jealous 
Lover) x Osage Buff) $15.00 

SOUL KISS (Blyth '84 Aust.) M. 32". A very difficult colour to describe. 
Standards are opalescent white, falls are opalescent white, falls are opalescent 
white with olive gold wash, particularly around the gold beards. Many people 
have liked this as a seedling. Superb ruffle and form, a show winning flower 
but not a show winning stem as branching is a big tight. (Chimbolam x 
Embassadora) Sister to Dance About. $14.00 

SOUL MUSIC (Meek '78 USA) EM. 40". Flourescent dark red violet red self 
with solid bronze shoulders. Bronze beards tipped violet. Lightly ruffled. 
(((Coraband x Spooned Blaze) La Negriflor) x Royal Heritage) $12.50 

SOUND OF GOLD (Blyth '82 Aust.) M. 32". This was quite a surprise but a 
pleasant one when it first flowered as it comes from an outcross of a plicata 
and usually they are rough and not at all pristine in colour clarity as Sound of 
Gold is. Simply it is the most pure and vivid gold self we grow. Beards are 
gold, form is flared and ruffled. A delight to grow. (Solano x Caramba).$10.00 

SPECTACULAR BID (Denney '81 USA) M. 36". Vibrant and smooth red 
black self including the beards. Large lightly ruffled flowers. (Manuel x Royal 
Trumpeter). HM '83 $12.50 

SPECTACULAR (Ghio '83 USA) ML. 36". Thought by many as the best pure 
gold on the market today. It is a self of bright golden yellow, heavily ruffled 
and lightly laced. Tall well branched. It is also a great parent having seen some 
of its seedlings in the Ghio garden. ((Coffee House x (Hi Top x ((Ponderosa x 
Travel On) x Peace Offering))) x Well Endoured). HM '83 $25.00 

SPYGLASS HILL (R. Gibson '82 USA) M. 37". Rebloomber. Standards are 
tan; falls tan edged deep lavender purple. An interesting bicolour plicata. 
(Kimberly x Melodrama) x (Cayenne Capers x Thundercloud)) $15.00 

STARCREST (Schreiner '82 USA) M. 37". Lusterous beauty in clear rosy 
lavender orchid and highlighted with rich red beards. Nicely ruffled with 
filigree lacing. ((Dreamtime x Priceless Pearl) Carnaby) HC '82. $20.00 

STORMY SEAS (W. Jones '79 USA) ML. 36". Standards are hyacinth blue, 
bright plum purple at base; falls are light lobelia blue fading towards white. 
Yellow beards. A reverse amoena, or nearly so. Unusual I (Pink Sleigh x Sea 
Venture) $15.00 

STRAWBERRY SENSATION (Powell '80 USA) E-L. 35". Here is a 
completely original colour. Crushed strawberry with lots of rose in it. Red 
beards. A gorgeous flavour but a slow increaser. Strong plants. (Camelot Hues 
x Two Pinks) $20.00 

SUN CIRCLE (Hamner '81 USA) M. 38". Clear bright yellow standards; 
glistening white falls precisely edged bright yellow. Good doer. ( Fashion Rings 
x Joyce Terry) $12.50 

SUPERMANUEL (Denney '82 USA) M. 38". Large red from the brown side 
and a self including the beards. Strong stems. (Manuel x Barberry Coast) 
HM '84 $15.00 

SUPERSTITION (Schreiner '77) M. 36". Sleek and ebony hued blue-black. 
A sumptious dark creation . HM '78, AM '81 . $10.00 

SYMMETRY (Gatty '81 USA) ML. 37". Beautifully formed crystal white 
with orange red beards tipped white. As is usual with Gatty Iris, all growing 
habits are good as is form. (Valentina x (Pink Sleigh x Liz)) HM '83. $12.50 

TAMPICO (Luihn '78 USA) E-M. 38". Rich ox-blood red self with dark 
mustard beards (Luihn Sdlg x War Lord) $10.00 



THEATRE (Keppel '81 USA) E-M. 38". Our favourite Keppel plicata so far 
released. The standards are a self of coloured violet; the falls, quite the 
opposite, are white heavily overlaid and peppered purple. Really wide ruffled 
form and super substance. Choice! (Involved seed Ii ng x Flamenco) 
HM '83 $17.50 

TIMELESS MOMENT (Schreiner '83 USA) ML. 35". Standards are pure 
white with a whisper of yellow at hafts; falls are rich and velvety plum purple; 
yellow beards. A vital amoena that calls across the garden. (Changing Times x 
Bold Hour) $22.50 

TITAN'S GLORY (Schreiner '81 USA) EM. 37". Sumptious and silken 
bishops purple.self. Words fail to convey the loveliness. To grow it is to know. 
(Navy Strut if H201-2) HM. 83 $20.00 

TOASTED ALMOND (Ghio '81 USA) ML-VL. 38". Standards are pastel tan; 
falls are vanilla with lavender infusion. Cream beards. Lovely ruffling and 
balance. It is a shame it flowers so late. (Pink Angel x Coffee House) 
HM '84 $12.50 

TODAY'S FASHION (Shoop '82 USA) M. 36". Ruffled peach pink self with 
pink beards. A pretty ruffled creation. Well worth growing. (From involved 
pink Shoop seedlings). HM '84 . $15.00 

TOMORROWS CHILD (Blyth '84 Aust.) M-ML. Co-introduced with Keith 
Keppel in California. We think our best introduction to date hence the reason 
for its introduction in America. Standards are pretty pastel pink, falls are 
iridescent red violet with prominent edge of pastel pink; tangerine red beards. 
One of the first bicolours with light lace. Super branching, good grower. Also a 
good parent (Lisa Ann x Child of Fortune) HC '83 $20.00 

TOUCH OF BRONZE (Blyth '83 Aust.) M-ML. 36". This has been quite 
sensational since it first flowered for us. It is a self of mid powder blue with 
striking heavy bronze beards. We repeat heavy bronze beards. Hard to imagine! 
Form is lovely and lilting with show branching. Apart from being a ladies 
delight, it is a great parent. (Musique x Evening Echo) HC '84 $14.00 

TRACI BOND (Bond-Hager '82 USA) M. 38". Fluted cream petals have 
wonderful substance and grace. The flowers are carried majestically on well 
branched stems. (Reta Fry x Flight of Angels) $12.50 

TRES ELEGANTE (Michel '79 USA) M. 36". Grown because it is as lacy as 
they come. A ruffled and laced light red violet with white overlay across hafts ; 
orange beards. Good branching. (Lilac Treat x Grang Waltz) $15.00 

TRIPLE CROWN (Dyer '81 USA) M . 32". Very full and satisfying medium 
pink with a slightly lighter area around deep pink beards. Lightly ruffled and 
just a bit of lace. (Pink Taffeta x Crystal Flame) HM '83 $16.00 

TROPICA (Chio '83 USA) M-L. 34". Standards are orange; falls are orange 
with an orange red infusion around red beards. Has a nice creamyness about 
it. Well named. (Financier x (Ballet in Orange x (Hi Top x ((Ponderosa x 
Travel On) x Peace Offering)))) $22.00 

VENEER (Ghio '81 USA) ML. 38". Darkest brown self with bush dark brown 
beard. Wide ruffled form with lovely bloom placement on strong stems. Super! 
(Malaysia x (Show Timex (Ponderosa x New Moon))) HM '83 $15.00 

VILLAIN (Keppel '81 USA) M-L. 35". Olive amber standards with just a hint 
of lavender blending, smooth black purple falls . A darker version of Sharman. 
(Dusky Dancer x ((Montage sib x Happy Ending) x pollen parent of Dialogue)) 
HM '83. $15.00 

VISUAL ARTS (Schreiner '82 USA) M. 38". A bubbly self of warm rosy 
lavender edged with lace and ruffles. White beards. Good strong stems and 
grower. (Fabulous Frills x (Sunny Lilac sib x Dream Time)) HC '81 
HM '84 $17.50 

WARM AND TOASTY (Plough '77 USA) EM. 42". Bright empire yellow 
stands; toasty brown falls with chinese yellow beards. (Guitar Country sib x 
Timely Ways) $8.00 

WEDDING CANDLES ('82 USA) EM. 36". Creamy white standards, ruffled 
and closed; lightly ruffled yellow falls, clean hafts. Good branching and 
prolific grower. (Very involved seedlings) HC '81, HM '84 $12.50 

WHITE ELEPHANT (Hager '82 USA) M. 39". Huge white self, hence the 
name. Big and billowy. Vigorous $12.00 

WILD BERRY (Hamer '78 USA) M. 36". Solid violet stands ; white ground 
falls heavily marked and veined violet purple. Vibrant I (Casino Queen x 
Sdlg) $10.00 

WISH (Blyth '83 Aust.) M. 32". Exquisite is an apt one word description . To 
carry it a bit further the colour is soft pink self with soft orchid pink hafts and 
a bluish influence around beards. Beards are saturn red tipped blue at the 
outer end. Form and growth are exceptional. Makes a beautiful garden clump. 
Make a WISH and it can be in your garden. ( (Snow Peach x Martinique) x 
Lady X) $15.00 

WOODCRAFT (Keppel '79 USA) EM. 38". A dark and commanding plicata, 
and very ruffled. Standards are deep red brown; falls light yellow with heavy 
Y," edging of red brown. Very showy. HM '81. Primo Firenze '83. $12.50 

ZAMBEZI (Paul Blyth '84 Aust.) E-EM 36". This plicata makes a great 
spectacle in the garden. Quite startling. The standards are rose over cream, 
calls are cream with 3/8" edge of plicata rose. Beards are gold. Branching is 
tine, show winning! (Woodwine x Roundup) $12.50 

IRIS LANGUAGE AND ABBREVIATIONS 

AMOENA: White standards and coloured falls. 
Bl-COLOUR: Standards I ight coloured, falls a different, darker colour. 
BLEND: Combination of two or more colours. 
FALLS: Three lower petals of flower. 
FANCY: A riotous mixture of several colour. 
NEGLECTA: Light blue standards, darket falls. 
PLICATA: Stippled, dotted or stitched margin colour on light ground. 
SELF: An Iris of one solid colour. 
SIGNAL: A patch of contrasting colour at the tip of the beard. 
STANDARDS: The three upper petals of the flower. 
STYLE ARMS: The small stiff segments just above the beard. 
SUBSTANCE: The thickness of the petals. 
VARIEGATA: Yellow standards, deeper falls of brown, purple or red. 

E Early 
M Mid-Season 
L Late 
VL Very Late 
AIS American Iris Society 

BIS 
T.B. 
BB 
IB 
MTB 
DB 

British Iris Society 
Tall Bearded 
Border Bearded 
Intermediate Bearded 
Miniature Tall Bearded 
Dwarf Bearded 

GARDEN CONTEMPORARIES 
Because we have increased our range of Iris and wish to keep the catalogue 
within reasonable bounds, we can no longer give detailed descriptions of 
these varieties. Pedigrees and other information can be found in earlier 
Tempo Two Catalogues, or you can write and ask tor pedigrees. 

$7.00 each or 10 for $55.00 - TALL BEARDED 

ADVENTURE BAY : Light yellow stands. lilac and brown falls . 
ALAN JOHNSON : Bi toned plicata, white with two toned blue violet . 
ANON: Orange pastel, stippled garnet brown plicata. Lovely! 
APRICOT FRINGE : Light orange with red beards from plicatas. 
APRIL HOPE : Muted yellow stands; light violet falls edged brown. 
ARTISTE: Peach brandy on white. Red beards. 
AZTEC DANCE : Bicolour plicata in cream and violet on falls. 
BAKERS DOZEN : Rich blue black with matching beards. 
BAVARIAN CREAM: Maize and yellow with peach glow. Long bloom season. 
BAY RUM: Red brown with darker overlay, bronze beards. 
BEAU DON: Striking bicolour of apricot and rose, red beards. 
BICENTENNIAL: Gold with white blaze on falls. Tall. 
BLAZING SADDLES: Butterscotch standards, smooth ruby red falls. 
BLUE STACCATO : Sparkling white stitched blue. Popular! 
BLUSHING PINK: Hot pink with red beards. Great colour. 
BON-BON: Dainty pink dusted with sugar dust. 
BOYSENBERRY : Boysenberry red on some white. Plicata. 
BRIDES HALO: Dykes medal winning lemon and white. 
BURGUNDY BROWN : Very early Rich brown plicata on cream. Nice! 
BURGUNDY CHERRY: Complete burgundy wine self. Ruffled! 
BY NIGHT: Sultry ebony black. Seit beards. Very dark. 
CABARET ROY ALE : Pastel blue top ; black falls, red beards. Popular! 
CAPRICORN DANCER : Lemon yellow top; rich wine red falls, mustard 



SMOOTH TALK 

SOAP OPERA 

SNOWMOUND 

ROMAN ROAD 



RUFFLED QUEEN 

EYEBRIGHT (Dwarf) 

ALPINE JOURNEY 

RUSTIC DANCE 
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CARAM BA . Bright yellow stands, white falls edged brown. Plicata. 
CARVED ANGEL : Light creamy pink, pink beards. 
CARVED CAMEO : Ivory pink with red beards. One of the best. 
CHARTREUSE RUFFLES : Pale lilac, chartreuse and cream . Super! 
CHERRY SMOKE : Red black to cherry maroon. 
CHOIL GIRL: Lovely pastel pink. Ladies love it. 
COLOR BURST : Copper bronze and violet, yellow beards. 
COMMUN IOUE : Plicata, white with light blue trimmings. 
CONVENTION SEVENTY FOUR : As near as we have to black and white plicata. 
COPPER CAPERS : Coppery orange plicata with flush of garnet on falls . 
CORAL CLOUDS : Coral pink, white flush on falls . 
COZY CALICO: Wine red purple plicata on white. Early . 
CREME DE CREME : Warm white with lemon edge, lemon beards . 
CRYSTAL DAWN : Bitoned cream . Pretty! 
DING LEY DAWN : Rich butter gold with brown lines at hafts. 
DOUBLE SCOOP : Apricot and blue bicolour. Rebloomer. 
DREAM AFFAIR: Very early cream and lemon. 
DRURY LANE : Tan, orchid and lavender blend. 
DUEL TONE : Apricot and sea-lavender bicolour. Pretty . 
EMBASSADORA: Pink-lavender and magenta purple bicolour. Stately! 
EMMANUEL : Ruffled pure white self. 
EMPHASIS: White stitched deep blue plicata. 
ENTOURAGE : Lush dusty rose pink . Excellent! 
EVENING FROLIC : Lilac top, violet falls, red beards . 
FAIR TIDINGS : Blue orchid self with red beards. Great! 
FAR CORNERS : The deepest coral tangerine available. Short. 
FAR GALAX I ES : Medium rosy purple plicata on white. 
FIREWATER : Mid blue w ith fiery red beards. Startling. 
FLAIR : Blue white to wistaria blue. Quality! 
FLAMENCO : Butterscotch top; falls white with mahogany edging. 
FLAREUP : One of the best true browns we grow. 
FOCUS : Hazy blue top, white edged petunia purple. Unique! 
FRESNO CALYPSO : Brilliant cadmium orange. Great colour! 
FRINGED LACE : Cream, white chartreuse and lavender. Superb! 
GAY PARASOL: White top, lacy lavender falls . We like this! 
GENEROSITY: Lemon. Generous in all respects . 
GENTLE RAIN: Ruffled lavender blue plicata on white. Crisp! 
GOLDEN LEMON : Let the name say it all . 
GOING MY WAY : Best selling deep blue on white plicata . 
GRAND WALTZ : Laciest lilac pink. Sells out. 
GRANDMA'S BLUE GOWN : Softest blue, near white ; Deep blue beards. 
GYPSY GIRL : Generous early apricot orange. 
GYPSY PIPER : Smoky bitone of orchid lavender. Ruffled! 
HAVILAND: Smooth pastel peach, amber hafts, red beards. 
HEATHER BLUSH : Orchid p ink and lavender pink. Prolific! 
HEAVENLY ANGELS: Loads of ruffles and it is white . 
HORNI LORRI: Lilac orchid to light magenta with horned beards. 
IMMOLATION : Award winning ox-blood red. Smooth . 
INDIAN LORE: Red brown with blue lilac blaze on falls. 
IN LOVE: Pink top ; lilac pink falls. Pretty Pastel! 
!RISH TUNE: Greenish tints on lemon yellow. 
ISLAND GYPSY : Golden top, red-tan falls. Bushy gold beards. 
JAMAICA SUNSET : Yellow top; violet falls, yellow orange beards. 
KING OF DIAMONDS : Cream and lemon. Beautiful form . 
LIME CRYSTAL : Lime yellow with satiny texture. 
LACED FRINGES : Violet bitone, orange beards. Heavily laced. 
LADY VERA : Very early neglecta; Blue and lavender. 
LAND O'LAKES : Huge ruffled sapphire blue. 
LEMON LUSTRE : Lemon yellow with red beards. 
LEMON LYRIC : Lemonyellowandcream. 
LEMON PUNCH : Luminous lemon and paler on falls. 
LE SENDA : Medium red with bronze beards. 
LI LAC FROST : Lilac with lilac beards tipped red . 
LILAC THRILL : Pastel lilac with pink beards. Nice! 
LIME JADE: Chrome yellow with green cast. 
LOUISIANA LACE : Lacey lavender orchid . Choice! 
LOVE CHANT: White top, apricot falls . Smooth! 
LOVELY KAY : Personable pink on the cool side. 
MAGNIFIOUE: Quality red bearded white. 
MAIS OUT : Laced flamingo pink self. 
MALAYSIA : Glowing wide brown. Good grower. Popular 
MANDOLIN: Creamy melon apricot. Good early show Iris. 
MANNEQUIN: Pastel buff to buff cream , red beards. 
MANUEL : Smooth ox-blood red self . 
MAR ASCH I NO : Bright red beards on frosty buff pink. 
MASTER TOUCH : Strong tyrian blue. Classical! 

MEMPHIS DELIGHT : Ruffled pink with red beards. 
MERRY MONARCH : Mahogany red brown self. Strong grower. 
MICHIGAN PRIDE : Golden yellow, maroon brown falls. Super lacy edges. 
MIDNIGHT LOVE AFFAIR: The name says it all. 
MINARET: Orchid and blue orchid blend. 
MIRROR MIRROR : Orange brown plicata, silver slash down falls. 
MISS VENUS : Rose orchid with red beards. 
MOCAMBO : Grey green top; flaring brown green falls. Unusual! 
MODERN VENUS : White top, violet falls, deeper beards. 
MOODY BLUE : Lovely light blue and deep blue neglecta. Special! 
MUSIOUE : Pink top, lilac falls. Ruffled! 
MYSTIQUE: Dykes medal winning neglects. A champion I 
NAVAJO BLANKET: White to lilac top, claret falls. Nice! 
NIGHT HAWK : Rich blue black. Ruffled form. 
ODYSSEY : Wide white etched at edges with blue. 
OLD FLAME : Chalky white trimmed gold. Red beards. Super! 
ORANGE EMPIRE : Ruffled orange self. Smooth! 
ORANGE PLUME : Orange self, from orange plicatas. 
ORCHID TINSEL : Orchid with tangerine beards. 
PACIFIC PEACH: Peach self with buff undertones. 
PANACHE : Chalky white with red beards. Lovely! 
PASSA TEMPO : Pastel apricot and orchid rose. Very flared. 
PATINA : Plicata Patina and olive, stitched brown. Popular! 
PEACH SPOT : White with large peach spot on falls . 
PEACH TREE : Ruffled creamy apricot self . Nice and wide. 
PEACHY CREAMY : Peach top, white falls edged peach . 
PEWTER PALACE : Lavender blue and silver. Well named. 
PINAFORE PINK : Ever popular flamingo pink, tangerine beards. 
PINK CONFETTI : Cream ground plicata stitched rosy pink. Vigorous. 
PIPERS FLUTE : Super pink and black purple bicolour. Red beards. 
QUAPAW. Smooth red brown. Self beards. 
OU EEN OF HEARTS : Lots of lace in pink, apricot and cream. 
RANCHO ROSE : Rosy magenta on cream ground. Huge plicata flowers. 
RED FOX : Oxblood red with sooty overlay ; Vigorous. 
ROMAN WALK : Tan gold top, ruby to brown red falls. 
ROSE TATOO: Fancy plicata of rose on white. 
RUFFLED BALLET : Dykes medal winning pastel blue neglecta. Great I 
SAN JOSE : Caramel brown with lavender flush. Good seller. 
SANTANA : Brown stitched plicata on yellow. 
SAPHARINE:. Finely edged blue on white. 
SA TIN GOWN : Wide ruffled lacy pink. Chinese coral beards. 
SHAH'S COURT : White top; white falls edged blue. 
SHOWCASE : Gold stitched brown. White blaze on falls. Showy I 
SHOW RCYALE : Beige top, bishops violet falls; yellow beards. 
SILVER YEARS: Silver blue and white. Pretty I 
SIMILE: Lavender blue bitoned stitching on white. 
SKY HOOKS: Yellow and cream with blue and lemon horned beards. 
SNOWMOUND : White top, violet falls. Startling in the garden. 
SNOWY WONDERLAND: Very white self with burning red beards. 
SOLANO: Often blooming golden yellow. Popular and vigorous. 
SOSTENIQUE : Apricot pink top; veronica violet falls . Award winner. 
SOUL POWER : White top, falls white finely edged blue. Pretty. 
SPACE ODYSSEY : White with light blue violet edging. 
STAG PARTY : Nearly solid purple on white plicata. 
STARFROST PINK: Strong growing and fine pink. 
STARRING ROLL : Ever popular. Beautifully formed yellow. 
SULTANS PALACE : Smooth ruby red. Easy grower. 
SUNDAY CHIMES: Lovely Iris of deep medium pink. 
SUNDAY PUNCH : Impressive tall red black. 
SUNFIRE : Brilliant apricot, gold cream and lemon. Fiery red beards. 
SUPERSIMMON: Yellow orange. Good colour. 
SWAZI PRINCESS: As dark as they come. Red black. 
TEMPLE GOLD : Rich golden self. 
TRANQUIL STAR: Near white top, flared lemon falls . Wide I 
TUT'S GOLD : Easy growing gold. 
VANITY: Dykes Medal winning pink. Super! 
VENUS MAGIC : Pink top, lavender falls and red beards. 
VICTORIA FALLS : Dykes Medal winning and mid blue. Great and it reblooms. 
VIVIEN : Mid blue with fiery coral beards. 
WELL ENDOWED : Huge ruffled golden yellow. 
WHITE ECHO BLUE : White edged mid blue stitching. 
WI LO WEST: Rich brown from the gold side. 
WINGS OF DREAMS : One of our favorites. Lacy pink. Super! 
WORLD NEWS: light red brown top, deep brown red falls. 
WORLDS BEYOND ~ White top, falls white overlaid blue stitching. 
YELLOW TAPESTRY : Yellow flushed pink and white. Pretty! 



TREASURE CHEST 

Many of the following are being grown by us for the last time due to lack of 
space in the catalogue. There is nothing wrong with them , we just have to let 
them go because so many new ones are coming on the scene. If ordering late 
in the season, please list a few alternatives because there is not much stock of 
any of them and they sell out quickly. 

$5.00 each. Any 10 for $40.00 - TALL BEARDED 

ALPINE CASTLE: White top, blended blue falls and red beards. 
ALPINE SUNSHINE : White top, lemon falls . 
AMBERESOUE : Orange, buff and smoky lavender; red beards. 
BASIC BLACK: The name says it all. 
BETTY SIMON : Pretty pastel with lemon top and lavender falls . 
BORDELLO : Blackish red. Smooth colour. 
BURMESE DAWN : Cream gilt with caramel pink. 
BURNT TOFFEE : Smoky red, violet and bronze. 
BUTTON WILLOW : Strong growing greenish yellow self. 
CAN CAN RED : Deep coloured reddish plicata on white ground. 
CARR IE KOLB : Lavender grey ; subtle for floral art. 
CARVED MARBLE: Lacy lavender creation with lavender hues. 
CARVED PINK : Pink with bluish hues. Popular! 
CHILD OF FORTUNE: Baby pink and falls overlaid rose. Vibrant beards. 
CHIMBOLAM : Frilly beige, cream and tan. Great parent. 
COCO MOCHA: Golden brown plicata on cream. Ruffled. 
CONGO MAGIC : Black from the blue side . 
COPPER MOUNTAIN : Rich copper brown. 
CROWN STERLING : Super silvery blue. Choice! 
DANCING VIOLET : Lavender blended cream . Lovely! 
DAWN LIGHT: Ruffled lilac blue; red beards. 
DEFT TOUCH : Peachy apricot; strong grower. 
DESERT MORN : Golden buff top; violet falls. 
DISTRACTION: Very early show winning violet . 
FINE PRECEDENT: Choice red black. Great Iris . 
FIVE STAR ADMIRAL: Choice ruffled mid blue . Wide . 
FLAMING ARROW: Red bearded white. Bright! 
FLIRTATION WALK : Soft baby ribbon pink ; Low grower. 
IMPOSSIBLE DREAM : Enormous flowers are violet . 
IN TEMPO: Pink top, velvery purple falls, red beards. 
INTUITION : Deep blue;unique green brown beards. 
JOYCE TERRY: Golden yellow, white area on falls. Great Iris. 
KINGS CLOAK : Creamy white top; velvery purple falls. 
LEMON MIST : Ever popular lemon self. 
LILAC WINE : Silvery lilac top;velvery plum red falls . 
LIOU ID SMOKE: Lemon top, smoky lavender falls. 
LOUISE WATTS : Orchid blend with bronzy border on falls. 
LOVELY LEILANI: Lilac orchid, very lacy flowers . 
LYRICAL: Ruffled peachy toned pink. 
MAELSTROM : Sooty red black. Sells out. 
MAGIC LADY : Blue grey top , violet falls . Striking! 
MASH LANDER : Honey stands, red chocolate falls. English. 
MARY FRANCES : Dykes medal winning lilac to lavender. 
OUTER LIMITS: White top, blue falls and red beards. 
PERSIAN BERRY : Raspberry blend with darker hafts. 
PINK TAFFETA: Dykes medal winning pink . Popular! 
PORTAVILLA : Salmon stitched rose pink plicata . 
PRAISE THE LORD: Mid blue with striking white beards. 
RADIANT SUMMER: Brassy yellow with henna highlights . 
SHOWTIME: Rose orchid with red beards. Popular. 
SILVER SHOWER : Lacy white with lilac hues. Wide. 
SPARTAN : Smooth red brown. Very popular. 
SPINNING WHEEL : White stitched lavender plicata. Different! 
TAJ RANI : Smooth satiny lavender with red beards. Choice! 
TANGERINE SUNSET: Vibrant tangerine orange self . 
TINT OF SUNSET : Orange flushed pink. 
TROPICAL LOVE: Salmon apricot with bush red orange beards. 
WEDDING VOW: Fluted and ruffled white. 
WHITE LIGHTENING : Warm creamy white; lemon beards . Very early . 
WILD RICE : Cream yellow grounded light brown plicata. 
WOODWINE : Creamy solid stitched plicata in red brown. 

MEDIAN & ARILBRED IRIS 

INTERMEDIATE BEARDED 15" to 28" 
Flowering between Dwarf and Tall Bearded and have some Dwarf Blood lines 
in their pedigree. Cultural conditions similar to Tall Bearded. 

BORDER BEARDED 15" to 28" 
Flowering with Tall Bearded Iris. Usually Taller Bearded pedigree lines, 
cultural condi tions also similar. 

ARILBRED & ARILMED 8" to 36" (or more) 
Usually flowering before Tall Bearded, coming from pure Aril·breds crossed 
with bearded. Culturally well drained conditions and some protection from 
excessive water in winter. Excellent Pot Culture Plants. Very suitable in 
low rainfall areas. 

ALICE IN WONDERLAND (Maryott '83 USA) IB. 17" . E. Ruffled br ight 
medium yellow. Flowers with the Dwarfs. $8.00 

AM I BLUE (Denney '77 USA) BB. 22" E. Stands are pale blue with intense 
infusion of navy blue at midribs ; falls are pale blue with navy blue beards. 
Knowlton Medal '83 . $7.00 

BEIGE BUTTERFLY (Paul Blyth '82 Aust.) M. 20"·22". Intermediate. 
Standards are buff-tan with a slight violet infusion around midrib, falls are 
buff-tan with a light violet wash and a brown ray pattern extending down falls ; 
soft lavender tipped gold beards. Form is flared. A delight for floral art. $4.00 

BIT OF CHOCOLATE (Plough '80 USA) 18. 16" E-L. Rich golden brown 
self, orange beards tipped blue. $7.00 

BOLD PRINT (Gatty '82 USA) 1.8. 22" Purple heather plicata stitching on 
white ground. Great contrast. Blue to bronze beards. HM '84 $6.00 

BROWN LASSO (Buckles '75 USA) EM. 22". 8.8. Standards are deep 
butterscotch. Falls are light violet edged medium brown. Beards are yellow. A 
truly memorably iris. HM ' 76. AM '78. Knowlton Medal '80. Dykes Medal 
'82. $9.00 

BUTTER COOKIE (Gatty '80 USA) 1.8. 23". A vibrant little iris that we like 
very much . It is a clear yellow with a slightly lighter area below orange beards. 
HM '82. $6.00 

BUTTERED PECAN (Hager '83 USA) 1.8. 22". M. Th is is a super one. Deep 
glowing yellow grounded plicata st itched in warm pecan brown. Yellow 
beards. All in proportion . (Picayune x Pepper Mill) $14.00 

CINDER BRITCHES (Meek '82 USA) 8.8. 24" M-L. Lightly ruffled coppery 
red ; self beards (Post Timex Sdlg) HM '83 . $8.00 

COOL OASIS (Hager '81 USA) Arilbred. 32" E. Domed standards in light 
violet ; rounded recurved falls have a more purple tone with small black signals, 
bronze beards. Typical Aril. HM '83. $12.50 

COUNTRY BLUES (Blyth '84 Aust.) 18. M. 20". A unique IB being the only 
deep blue neglecta we grow. Standards are lavender blue, closed, fal Is are blue 
violet deepening around beards to purple. Beards are violet with faint cream 
tip . Prolific grower. $5.00 

CUTE TWIST (Rich '83 USA) Arilmed. 13" E. Buff brown stands blended 
plum red; falls deeper plum brown. Cute! $10.00 

DUAL IMAGE (Palmer '81 USA) BB. M. 23". Stands are white ; falls are 
yellow with tinge of green with a white rim, yellow beards, ruffled. 
HM' 83. $10.00 

EMERALD CITY (Nichols '82 USA) 1.8. 18". Standards are light chartreuse ; 
falls are deeper chartreuse with a very green ray or infusion. Beards are orange 
white. HM '84 $5.00 

FOR PLEASURE (Danielson '78 USA) Arilbred. 28" ML. Light brown self 
with light blue beards, showy flowers . We like it. $12.50 

HONEY GLAZED (Niswonger '83 USA) 18 24" M. Cream standards ; amber 
falls . Prolific bloomer, easy and fast increaser. $8.00 

HOPSCOTCH (Keppel '82 USA) BB 22". Golden buff stands, lemon tan falls, 
butterscotch brown hafts. Super Keppel form . HM '84 $9.00 

HOT FUDGE (Hager '83 USA) 18 20" M. A very different colouring for an 
IB. It is a very dark brown spreading and melting over and around the paler 
base colour of petals . Super ! $14.00 

IMPULSE (Blyth '83 Aust. ) M·ML 18" 1.8. A br illiant gold median. A rare 
colour in its class. A clump of this delightful median , a complete self, lightly 
ruffled, quickly increasing to give a massed display . $4.50 
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I RENE'S LOVE (Gladish '81 USA) ~B. 24" E-M. A more ruffled and softer 
coloured Brown Lasso. ((Denver Mint x Meghan) x Brown Lasso). 
HM '83 $15.00 

KUZA NAMA (Hager '83 USA) Mohr type Arilbred 24". A very colorful 
arilbred, standards are deep, but shimmering amethyst with bronze blending 
at midrib. Falls are flowing bronze with a reddish influence under bronze 
beards. Both standards and falls are veined in deeper tones. Styles are bronze. 
The name comes from the Rubaiyat. $15.00 

KHYBER PASS (Kidd '81 USA) Arilbred 24". E-M. Veined light lavender 
standards, downcurving falls . Across the hafts to half way down are veined and 
peppered maroon over gilt, darker to solid red-terracotta. A pinstripe of dark 
brown edges the falls. Diffuse brown beards . HM '84 $12.50 

LIEBLING (Gatty '81 USA) IB. 25". L. Ruffled blue white with lilac 
suffusion. Well proportioned. HM '84 $7.50 

LOVE FLIGHT (Danielson '80 USA) Arilbred. M . 28". This is so well named. 
Lovely light beige with dark blue beards. Round globular form. Good 
grower. $15.00 

LUCKY LOCKET (Shoop '81 USA) BB. M. 24". A most striking border Iris. 
Standards are white, falls are white with radiating blue lines over falls. 
Tangerine red beards. $9.00 

MARMALADE SKIES (Niswonger '78 USA) BB. E. 25". Apricot orange with 
pink tinge in standards, falls the same without the pink . Beards are orange. 
Lightly ruffled. You could have it on you r toast! HM '80, AM '82. Knowlton 
Medal '84 . $8.50 

MAROON ELF (Rich '83 USA) Arilmed 12" E. Dark maroon self with 
bronze beards. Cute little chap! $7.50 

NOVELLA (Ghio '83 USA) BB. 24" E-M. Cranberry with violet flash on falls; 
self beards. Compact form. $12.50 

ON DEMAND (Nichols '83 USA) IB. 18" M-L. Ruffled creamy yellow beige 
standards; falls are ivory with beige hafts, gold and white beards. Sweet 
fragrance. $10.00 

PEPPER RIM (Hamblen '82 USA) IB. 24" E-L. A super plicata with near 
solid stands of violet; falls are white with lighter violet stitching and dotting. 
Ruffled. HM '84 $12.50 

PINK BUBBLES (Hager '80 USA) B.B. 20" EM. Clear, jewel like, light pink 
flowers are charmingly laced; well balanced nicely branched stems. HM '82, 
(Most Votes) AM '84 $8.00 

PREDICTION (Keppel '82 USA) BB. EM. 24". Lavender pink standards ; 
ivory falls edged rosy orchid. White beards tipped orange. It is all in 
proportion . HM '84 $10.00 

PUPPY LOVE (Hager '80 USA) Table Iris (MTB) M. 18". Clear trye pink 
florets on ideal stems. Cute! $8.50 

RARE EDITION (Gatty '80 USA) IB E. 18". Very striking new edition to the 
small plicatas. Ground colour is sparkling white, mulberry-purple tieavy 
etching on stands; very precise edging of the same colour on falls . A lovely Iris. 
HM '82. AM '84. $6.00 

RASPBERRY BLUSH (Hamblen '78 USA) IB. 20" M-L. Ruffled raspberry 
pink, deeper toned around raspberry beards. Super, sells out. Sass Medal 
81. $7.50 

SAFAR I BOY (Paul Blyth '83 Aust.) M-ML 20" 1.B. Floral artists dream, an 
unusual median with basically chartreuse standards and light blue plicata 
pencil veining throughout. Falls are cream blended chartreuse at edges, light 
blue pencil veining radiating out from rich mustard beards. Flared and ruffled 
with great branching for a median, often three flowers out at once. $5.00 

SAJJETTA (Blyth '75 Aust.) Arilmed 16". 
maroon. Falls reddish maroon . Cute aril form. 

Stands are blue grey flecked 
$6 .00 

SHORTCAKE (Stevens '82 USA) BB. 26" M. Standards are cinnamon tan; 
falls are darker cinnamon at hafts, blended to amber at edge. Cinnamon brown 
beards. Ruffled. $16.00 

SOMETHING SPECIAL (Hager '78 USA) B.B. 22". A very pretty Iris in 
perfect proportion to height. True medium pink - the name says the rest. 
HM '80, AM '82. $6.00 

SUNDOWN RED (Paul Blyth '82 Aust.) VE 20" I.B. A very early flowering 
median starting in mid September, colour is burgundy red with the falls being 
slightly deeper. Beards are burgundy with a bluish cast. Ruffled form. Super 
branching even if it was a T.B. Very quick grower and makes a spectacular 
clump in the first year. $4.00 

TAN TINGO (Blyth '81 Aust.) Intermediate E-M 25". Antique gold standards 
with hints of brown, deepening to brown at midrib and standard base. Falls 
deeper antique gold. Chestnut around beards and at hafts. Mustard beards 
tipped blue. Excellent three way branching. Looks delightful in a clump and 
ladies like it for cutting and floral art. (Real Coquette x Caramba). $7.00 
THREE DOLLARS (Hager '81 USA) IB. 22". Tailored silvery blue. Rounded 
falls. HM '83 $6.00 

WHOOP 'EM UP (Brady '75 USA) BB. 25". Golden yellow standards; falls are 
maroon with yellow petal reverse. Yellow beards. A gadfly! $6.50 
ZIZAH (Rich '83 USA) Arilmed 15" E. Light orchid veined gold midribs, 
styles and crests. Falls tan-brown flecked maroon, brown beards. Floriferous 
and colourful. Vigorous $10.00 
ZOOM (Paul Blyth) IB. 18-20". A very striking plicata among the intermed
iates. Ground colour is white with rich violet stitching at petal edges deepening 
to maroon at hafts. White beards, tipped lilac. $5.00 

MODERN MEDIANS AT $3.00 EACH 
CALYPSO CLOWN : Arilmed 18". Buff with red enamel on falls . Cute! 
DAINTY BRUNETTE : MTS. 24" Tan top ; velvery dark brown falls. 
DAINTY LIGHT : BB 26". Clear light yellow plicata speckled red brown. 
DANCING CLOUDS: 18 18". White ground plicata stitched mid blue. 
DISCO JEWEL : MTS 22". Brown top; brown falls with violet blaze. 
DOLL BABY: BB 26". Full pink self. 
ELFIN COACH: MTS. 21 ". Yellow dotted light brown plicata. 
FLAMING SWORD : BB Diploid 22". Old fashioned red and yellow. 
GYPSY WINGS: BB 24" . Cream top, lavender falls. Lovely. 
HIGHCLERE: BB 26". Lovely ruffled lemon yellow. 
IMPELLING: BB 25". Pink and yellow blend. Pretty! 
INNER CIRCLE : BB 25" . Light blue with deeper blue area on falls . 
JAMAR I: 18 16". Lovely rich cherry red-black. 
LOVE TALK: BB 20". Pretty baby ribbon pink. 
OF COURSE: 18 20". Apricot orange. Makes a great show. 
OKLAHOMA BANDIT: 18 20". Tawny brown, claret wash on falls. 
ORIENTAL BABY: 18 16". Buff top, ruby falls . 
PHAROAHS DAUGHTER: 18 20". Pretty flamingo pink. 
PICAYUNE : BB 22". Light yellow pl icata on white. Brown hafts. 
PINK KITTEN : 18 20". Soft pretty pink. Easy grower. 
PIPERS TUNE: 18 20". Blue orchid with rose pink on falls. 
PREMONITION: BB 22". Ruffled blue neglecta. Super! 
PROPHETIC MESSAGE: Arilmed 18". Violet top; bronze tan falls . 
SHAYBISC: 18 22". Lovely lemon gold. Early. 
SHEIK: Arilbred. 32". Fuchsia stands; russet falls. Globular. 
SILENT STRINGS: 18 20". Best mid blue median. 
STORY THEME: Arilbred, 22" Light tan overlaid reddish pink. 
SUNRISING: 18 18". Unusual salmon lavender. 
TOTEM: Arilbred, 44". Tall bronze with darker signal. 
ZIPPY CHERUB: MTS 24 " Gold top, metallic violet falls. 

MODERN MEDIANS AT $2.00 EACH 
AMETHYST FLARE: 18 16". Bushy amethyst beards on amethyst petals. 
AQUARIUS : 18 20". Flaring pale blue, olive hafts, blue beards. 
BLOXHAM BLUE BEARD : Arilmed 12". Purple with deep blue beards. 
BOY WONDER: 18 22" . Honey brown and burnt gold. 
BYZANTINE BEAUTY: Arilmed 16". Bronze brown and red tan bicolour. 
CHEERS: 18 18". Red bearded white . 
CINNAMON GOLD: BB 26". Gold with brown hafts. 
DEVIL BOY: 18 16". Near black self . 
FANTASY WORLD: 18 20". Pastel apricot and lemon blend. 
FROSTED CRYSTAL: 18 24". Ruffled icy blue white. 
GYPSY JUMP: 18 20" . Two toned blue, white beards. Early. 
HAGA RS HELMET: 18 18". Yellow with horned beards. 
LITTLE IDOL: 18 18". Yellow, vibrant blue beards. Prolific. 
LOW RIDER: 18 18". Red black. Very flared. 
MAGNA: I B 20". White top, yellow falls. Pretty amoena. 
MAIDEN LANE: 18 18". Yellow, white area on falls. 
PARTY FINERY: 18 20". Prolific blooming pastel pink. 
RADIANT LOVE : 18 18". Two toned blue with red beards. 
SECRET IDEA: 18 18". Creamy yellow stitched violet. Plicata. 
SHADOW MIST: 18 19". Buff lilac shaded deeper lilac. Pretty! 
SILOA: 18 18". Lilac orchid, tan hafts. 
SIN BAD THE SAILOR: 18 20". Mystical old gold, brown beards. 
SNOW FESTIVAL: 18 20". Pure white. 
ZWANENBERG: Arilmed. 20". Old fashioned exotic grey blend. 



DWARF BEARDED IRIS 

Dwarf Iris have a tremendous colour range and are very floriferous, mak ing 
them good rockery or border plants. They are very easy to grow and multiply 
very quickly, giving you a good clump in the f irst year. They need full sun and 
plenty of good soil for a loose root run . It is advisable if the soil is heavy to 
build up the beds and add sharp sand to improve drainage . Don 't give them 
any nitrogenous manure as this will cause leaf spot and, in turn , bring on 
rhizome rot . Use superphosphate and potash. Unlike the taller Iris they will 
not tolerate shade. Lift them every three years or sooner if they are extremely 
fast increasers. Do not allow them to dry out over summer. A good soaking 
once a week will suffice. They will flower in September and continue until the 
Tall Bearded flower in October. They are mostly suitable for cooler winter 
areas of Australia and are not particularly suitable for warmer coastal areas of 
N .S.W. and Old. 
They should have winter frosts on them and a period of winter cold to make 
them bloom. Try some in pots! 

ABRACADABRA (Hager '77) M. 12". Brown blended plum. Blue beards. 
HM '78 $4.00 

ASHANTI (Blyth '84 Aust.) Standard Dwarf E-EM 12". Making a spectacular 
show right at the beginning of the season is this rich gold with large ol ive 
signals on falls ; old gold beards . This is a heavy bloomer, and coming from 
its pedigree should be a good parent for tangerine dwarfs and IB 's ((Gu inea 
Gold x Pulse Rate) x Tiger Rouge) x (Royal Blush x Invoking) $4.00 

BAJA (Gatty '82 USA) E. 12". Light yellow to cream , sanded brown . Super, 
ruffled and wide . $7 .50 

BETRAY AL (Nichols '84 USA) E-L . 14". Ruffled I ight mauve with deep rosy 
halo on falls ; Mauve gold beards. Light fragrance . $5 .00 

BOLD TYPE (Nichols '81 USA) E-L. 14". Deep blue standards; light blue 
falls , vivid grape halo . Blue beards tipped bronze. $6.00 

BRIDAL BALLAD (Nichols '84 USA) M-L. 14". White with lemon yellow 
hafts and beards. Light fragrance. $5.00 

BRIGHT MOMENT (Hager '82) 12". M . Pure white top ; violet falls edged 
white. Ideal shape. $4 .00 

CAPRICORN IA (Blyth '82 Aust.) M . 10". A lovely little dwarf, standards are 
creamy champagne with a very faint lavender orch id infusion , falls are mustard 
yellow, smooth round and flared . Beards are v ivid yet soft powder blue. 
Excellent bud count and branching for a dwarf. $3 .50 

CUPID'S CUP (Blyth '83 Aust.) M. 12". This is a major break through in the 
quality of pink dwarf Iris. Standards are pale beige pink, with a slight violet 
influence in the midrib. Falls are pale beige pink with strong blu ish signals on 
the fall centre, light russet veining on hafts. Bright coral red beards. A great 
parent I (Catani x Tiger Rouge) $6.00 

DEW KISS (Blyth '83 Aust.) E-M. Rebloomer. 10". A cute l i ttle dwarf, wh ite 
standards, falls are citrus green with 1 /8" edging of white . White beards t ipped 
gold. A heavy bloomer with lovely rounded form . $4 .00 

DITTO (Hager '82 USA) EL. 7". White top; falls dark red-maroom edged 
white. Pretty little miniature. HM '84 $7 .00 

EYEBRIGHT (Taylor '79 Eng.) 12". M. Brightest yellow with brown lines 
radiating out over falls. Great! Recommended. $5.00 

FAIRY GODMOTHER (Nichols '84 USA) M. 14". Ruffled creamy yellow 
and white . Orange beards tipped white. $5.00 

FINGER PRINTS (Maryott '81 USA) E-M Reblooms. 10". Stands are 
medium violet ; falls the same with a prominent deep maroon spots below 
purple beards. HM '83 . $3.50 

FROSTED ANGEL (Timothy Blyth '84 Aust.) Standard Dwarf E-M 14". This 
is Tim 's first iris introduction and he is thrilled w ith it as any 12-year old 
would be . It is the best white dwarf we have and anyone who knows dwarfs 
would know that good white dwarfs are few and far. Colour is pure white with 
the faintest blue hue around the pastel blue beards. Lovely flaring form . A 
good grower. (Sapphire Jewel x Veiled Sk ies) $5.00 

GIMLET (Hagberg '82 USA) M-ML. 11". Cream with greenish overlay, lightly 
ruffled and fragrant . HM '84 $5 .00 

GREAT EXPECTATIONS (Nichols '84) M -VL . 14". Deep creamy yell ow top; 
falls sulphar mustard bordered white, dark brown hafts. $7 .50 

HIGHBORN KINSMAN (Nichols '83 USA) ML. 14". Ruffled deep lemon 
with gold halo on falls . Orange beards. $5.00 

HOTFOOT (Hager '82) E-L. 6". 
borders. Cute littl e rock Iris. 

Yellow top ; falls dark red with yellow 
$7 .00 

!MAGETTE (Blyth '83 Aust.I EM-M . 12". Standards are white sti tched 
lavender pink falls are very white w ith a precise 1/8 " st itched edge of lavender 
pink deepening towards hafts . Beards are tangerine tipped lavender . Super 
form . $4.50 

JAZZ MAN (Nichols '84) M-L. 14". Ruffled lemon gold, deeper hafts, orange 
beards. $6.00 

JOYCE McBRIDE (Jones '81 USA) VE. 10". Heav i ly ruffled creamy wh i te 
grounded plicata, stitched bright purple. The most ruffled dwar f plicata. 
HM '83 . $5.00 

JUST DANDY (Hager '82) ML. 11". 
pale yellow beards. 

Smooth deep lilac, deepening around 
$5.00 

LIGHT WAVES (Shoop '82 USA) M. 11". White top, saffron yellow falls, 
white heard . $5.00 

LITTLE KINGFISHER (Blyth '82 Aust.) E-M. 12". A clumping Ir is when in 
bloom due to its good branching, makes quite a show, standards are slate blue 
with olive infusion, ruffled. Falls are olive blue with heavy red over lay, 
particularly intense around the bluish lemon beards. Flared and waved 
petals. $3.50 

LOVE LISA (Boushay '79) 14" M-L. Ruffled pale mimosa yellow with faint 
smo~.Y lavender plicata markings. White beards . $4.00 

MAKING EYES (Blyth '82 Aust.) VE. 12-14". Start ing to bloom in mid 
September for us, it is without doubt the most spectacular early dwarf we 
grow. 'Creamy lemon standards. Falls are red on the violet side with a 
contrasting 1 /8" margin of the standard colour. Creamy beards are gold in the 
throat and are displayed well on flaring falls. An excellent grower making a 
qu ick clump and disp lays flowers to perfection . $4.00 

MANCHU COFFEE (Blyth '82 Aust.) E-M 12-14". Best in it s class. Smooth 
buff-lemon closed standards. Falls are smooth brown, flared and rounded 
beards are bush vivid blue-violet . Good grower and increaser, well branched 
and good bud count. $4.00 

MIZMOZZ (Gadd '81 USA) Arilmed 15". Willow green wi t h red purple 
veining. Brown beards. $5.50 

MUCHACHA (Gatty '83) M. 11". Subtle pl icata blend of buff tan yellow and 
mauve. We th ink it is lovely . $8.00 

PEACH HEART (Jones '82 USA) E. 10". Honeysuckle pink with heart 
shaped spot on falls of peach . Wh ite beards tipped tangerine in th roat. $7.50 

QUEEN'S PAWN (Jones '76) 13". M . One of the nicest and most popular 
dwarfs we grow. Rich royal purple with amethyst beards. HM '77. $5.00 

RASPBERRY JAM (Niswonger '81) M. 12". A br ight red vio let w ith a deeper 
spot on falls . Quick clump ing. HM '83 . $4 .00 

ROYAL MAGICIAN (Nichols '83) M-L. 14". Plicata of white marked deep 
royal blue. Powder blue beards. $6.00 

SNIFFS 'N' SNEEZES (L . Bfyth '80 Aust.) E. 10". Another tangerine 
bearded plicata dwarf. Standards are creamy white with rosy tan all over 
sanding. Falls are similar with definite edging of rose tan and deeper stitching 
on hafts. Wh i te beards tipped bright red. A good grower. $3.50 

SWEET INSPIRATION (Rogers '82) ML 12". Sparkling lemon standards ; 
mauve violet falls with cream undertones; gold hafts. Good fragrance. $5.00 

TABITA (Blyth '84 Aust.) Standard Dwarf E-EM 12". Standards are cream to 
chartreuse with a faint blue infursion. Falls are chartreuse deeping around 
petal edges, faint blue infusion . It has tangerine beards. Flared, well branched. 
Super parent. A new colour in dwarfs. (Catani x Tiger Rouge) $4.50 

TIGER BEAU (Paul Blyth '83 Aust .) M-ML 12". Qu ite a vibrant littl e Iris 
making a terrific clump. Colour is basically patina gold with deep ruby signals 
over 2/3rds of falls , then to set it all off, bushy I ilac blue beards. $3.50 

TOY (Hager '82) M . 10". Light tan, brown on hafts ; violet l ine down falls . 
Violet beards. Great! $5.00 

TOY PARADE (Gatty '79) M. 14". Light -blue stands ; paler and bluer falls 
blended blue violet spot. Pale blue beards. $4.50 

WINGED SERAPH (Nichols '84) M-VL 13". Cream yellow, falls slightly 
deeper . Pronounced fragrance. $4.50 
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ZAMA (Paul Blyth '83 Aust.) E-EM 14". This could have been called Magenta 
Magic. Colour is all over magenta with deeper magenta signals on falls. Bushy 
pastel lilac beards. Prolific in a clump . $3.50 

ZOUNDS (Blyth '84 Aust.) Standard Dwarf E-M-L reblooms in summer. 12". 
Standards are vivid blue lilac; falls are brown tan blended in olive, light blue 
beards. A colour pattern we don't have in Tall Bearded varieties creates quite a 
sight when in a clump. Great contrast. (Helter Skelter x Real Coquette) $7.50 

DWARF BEARDED IRIS. $3.00 EACH OR ANY 10 FOR $25.00 

AZTEC STAR : Pale yellow top, red falls edged yellow. 
BABY PINK: Orient pink including beards . 
BARLEY SUGAR: Lemon gold. Vibrant. 
BRAVITA: E. 10". Apricot with violet flash on falls. 
BRINK O'PINK: M. 10". Soft pink, white beards. 
BRUSK : M. 12". Ruffled yellow stitched vivid red. Nice! 
CAPTUREDSPJRJT: E-L.13". Ruffledwhitestitchedyellow. 
CA TAN I : EM. 10". Cream and lemon stitched rosy tan; red beards. 
CHARLECOTE: E. 12". Primrose with red spot on falls. 
CHERRY DOLL : M. 10". Popular cherry red black . 
CHERUB TEARS : ML. 12". Pale pink, deeper veining. 
CROWN PRJ NCESS: M. 11 " . Lovely amoena in lemon and white . 
DILIGENCE: M. 14". Mustard yellow including beards. Super satin! 
EASY STROLLING : ML. 13". Mimosa yellow. Choice! 
GENTLE GRACE: EM. 11 " . One of our favorites; White, blue spot on falls. 
GOLD FEVER : ML. 14". Ruffled deep gold. Good colour. 
INSCRIPTION : M. 12". Lemon with rose spot on falls. 
JOYFUL : M. 15" . Dandelion yellow with blue beards. 
JOYOUS ISLE: EM. 12". Light french blue top; Olive falls . 
KA YO : M. 12". Yellow with electric blue beards. 
KJSTA : M. 12". Deep blue top; rose falls. Choice! 
LEPRECHAUN 'S GOLD : EM. 12". Lemon tan bi tone; red beards. 
LILAC & LAVENDER: E-L. 9". Pink blend of lavender. Reblooms. Pretty! 
LITTLE BLACK BELT : VE-M. 12". Dark blue black;pale blue beards. 
MAN DAR IN JEWEL : M. 14". Mandarin orange self. 
MAN HATTEN BLUES : ML. 14". Medium blue self including beards. 
MELON HONEY : M . 13". Lovely melon apricot. 
MIDNIGHT MADNESS : L. 12". Deep blue with darker spot on falls. 
MOONBLAZE: E-M. 10". Blend of blue and grey. Good parent. 
MOONSCENT: VE. 10". Lemon and gold bicolour. 
MUSIC BOX : M. 12". Lavender top ; greenish tan falls. 
NAZETTE : EM. 12". Buff apricot; tan ray pattern on falls . 
OCHRE DOLL: EM. 12". Creamy beige and ochre bicolour. 
PENNY ANTE: M. 12". Blue yellow and red brown; violet beards. 
PRINCESS OF LOVE: ML. 14". White top, bright yellow falls. 
PULSE RATE : M. 12". Smooth apricot orange self . Popular! 
RARE PENNY: EM. 12". Dark chocolate infused purple. 
REAL COQUETTE : M. 14". Chartreuse and pale blue bicolour. Great! 
RICHES : M. 13". Peach pink, red violet rays over falls . 
RIPE RASPBERRY : E. 13". Raspberry with pinkish undertones. 
SAPPHIRE JEWELL: EL. 12". Simply the best light blue by far. 
SUMMER NIGHTS : EM. 12". Ruffled bluebird blue. 
SOCHA . EM. 12" Light creamy apricot, red beards. 
TOY SAN : M. 14". Lemon beige and mustard. Ruffled. 
TRUSTY RUSTY : ML. 13". Golden tan and rusty red bitone. 
TWINKLING LIGHT: EM. 12". Soft pink with apricot beards. 
URBAN COWBOY : ML. 14". Lemon and brown bicolour. 
WHISKEY RIVER: ML. 13". Antique gold, brown hafts. 
WIZARD OF JD: ML. 12". Antique gold, violet beards. 
YEARNINGS : ML. 14". Salmon pink with white spots ; red beards. 

DWARF BEARDED IRIS AT $1.50 EACH 

METERMAI D: E. 12". Lovely rich sky blue, bronze hafts. 
PLUM PLUM: M. 12". Self of plum. Reblooms well in Autumn . 
RHINESTONES : M. 13". Blue white and chartreuse. 
ROUSTABOUT: M. 11 ". Medium blue blended with brown. 
SK IPSTITCH: M. 8". White stitched red violet. 
WEE FRAGRANCE : M. 11 ". IM'lite with blue blaze on falls. Fragrant. 
WHEES: EM. 11 " . Buff yellow top ; Brown falls, blue beards. 
WILD RUBY : M. 14". Royal purple, ruby hafts. Choice. 

POSTAL OFFER 

IF YOU ADD $6.00 TO COVER POSTAGE 

AND PACKAGE COSTS WE WILL ADD IRIS TO 

THE VALUE OF $10.00 TO YOUR ORDER 

LOUISIANA IRIS 

This Iris will grow in similar conditions as do Bearded Iris but have the added 
adaptability of growing well in semi tropical and tropical areas of Australia. 
Areas with high summer rainfall. They will take wet feet, even to growing in 
water . They prefer full sun but in hotter areas light shade could help their 
growth . They are evergreen, will take rich manure, can be moved at any time, 
will not tolerate lime, and like lots of water in summer. In other words very 
easy to grow. Colour range is wide as descriptions below indicate. 

ALABASTER MOON (Goula 79 USA) EM. 30". 
gold signals. 

Tailored white self with 
$8.00 

ALIBI (MacMillan 76 USA) EM. 30". Ruffled pale blue white. $6.00 

ANN CHOWNING (Chowning 77 USA) E. 36". Vibrant currant red self with 
brilliant gold signals. Debaillon Award '80. $8.50 

BAJAZZO (M. Dunn '81 USA) EM. 38". Standards deep red violet; falls 
velvety deep red violet. No signal. HM '83 $6.00 

BLACK GAMECOCK (Chowning '80 USA) L. 24". A low growing variety 
with fine foliage. Flowers very dark black violet. HM '83. $6.00 

BOLD CAJUN (Arny '80 USA) M. 42". Medium red stands; deeper red falls, 
deep gold dagger shaped steeples. $10.00 

BRAZEN (Raabe '82 Aust.) M. 30". Straw yellow, full and frilled with 
intricate green veining and tan blush at end of sepals. Strong and healthy 
grower. (Uralba Gold x Apricot Sdlg.) $10.00 

BRYCE LEIGH (Chowning '77) M. 30". Pale lavender self, gold signals. $7.00 

BUTTE RMI NT LACE (Goula '79 USA) EM. 32". Heavily ruffled pale creamy 
yellow; prominent gold crests. $12.50 

BUXOM (M. Dunn '81) M. 36". Standards orchid pink; falls grape-orchid with 
matching styles; green gold signals. Big flowers. HM '83. $9.00 

CAJUI\: CAPER (MacMillan 76) EM 42". Stands pale violet, green styles; falls 
pale red violet blended with dark orange suffusion. Gold signals. $7.00 

C'EST SI BON (Taylor '84 Aust.) E. 35". Blue violet with white spray pattern ; 
white rim on petals. Close to a plicata pattern. Superb in every way. $18.00 

C'EST MAGNIFIOUE (Dunn '80) M. 32". Warm white to cream white with 
creamy yellow signals. Ruffled. Lovely! HM '82. $10.00 

CHARJOY'S DAVID (Arny 77) ML. 30". Standards are red violet; falls are 
Bl BURY : E. 12". White, pale gold hafts, blue beards. slightly darker, green styles and green yellow signals. HM '79. $8.00 
BRASS TACKS: ML. 12". Mustard gold, violet beards. CHARJOY'S MARY (A ,77) M 36.. C h. · h h I d 
CENTRICITY : EM. 10". Lemon, cream and olive; red beards. . . . rny · · . reamy w ite wit eavy aven er 
DRAGON BABY : EM. 12". Bushy mauve beards on gold flowers . veining. Lavender pink style arms. Yellow signals. HM 84. $6.00 
FUZZY DEVIL: M. 12". Antique gold, fuzzy violet beards. CHARLIE'S ANGEL (Arny 79) Creamy white self, yellow styles and 
GARDEN FAVORITE : M. 14". Violet with maroon spot on falls . signals. $6.00 
GINGERBREAD MAN: EM. 14". Brown, blue beards. Reblooms. , , .. . 
GUINEA GOLD : EM. 12". Brilliant gold self. Floriferous . CHARLIE S FELICIA (Arny 71) M . 36 . Phlox pu rple, white styles. $3.00 

•ac& &S · M~ 1-'2~"- LavllodllL aod.a.-eeaish.Jlr.own · violet beards. CHARLIE'S TRESS (Arny '77) M. 40". Lavender purple stands; violet purple 



CLARA GOU LA (Arny '78) EM. 42". Widely acclaimed lacy and ruffled 
warm white; pale yellow signals. A breakthrough in ruffling. Good branching. 
Debaillon Award '82. $10.00 

CL YOE REDMOND (Arny '71) M . 30''. True cornflower blue. Vigorous $3.00 

COLOR I FIC (Mertzweiler '79) M. 32". A bicolour, standards white flushed 
lavender; falls rose purple, deeper veining. HM '81. $8.00 

COMMANDMENT (Taylor '82/'83 Aust.) EM. 40". large ruffled rounded 
flowers, pink standards and rosy magenta falls edged pink. $12.00 

CORAKI (Raabe '82 Aust.) 30". EM. Aster violet self with bold diamond 
crests. Very attractive in a clump. $6 .00 

CROME DOME (Arny '76) M. 48". Canary yellow self, gold signals. $6.00 

DICK GOULA (Arny '73) Ml. 34". Velvery blue violet; yellow 
signals. $3 .00 

DIZZY LIZZY (Arny '80) M. 36". Creamy yellow standards; maroon falls 
with large bright gold signals. HM '83. $12 .50 

DURAL CHARM (Taylor '83 Aust.) M. 32". Clear canary yellow self. 
Unfading, well branched. Lovely. $12.50 

DURAL GOLD (Taylor '83 Aust .) EM. 32". Richer golden yellow than ~ts 
sister Dural Charm, but in all respects just as good . $12.50 

EDITH FEAR (Taylor '82/'83 Aust.) M. 40". A pink bitone with creamy 
styles with a creamy influence in stands. Good form. $10.00 

EOLIAN (Arny '69) M. 42". Good sky blue. Popular. $4.00 

EVERETT CARADINE (Arny '71) Ml. 36". Sea blue with gold signals. $4.00 

FANTASTIC (Dunn '81) M . 34". Standards are light yellow, falls are ruffled 
yellow, deep yellow line signals. Great! HM '83 $9.00 

FULL ECLIPSE (Hager '78) M. 38". Near black violet, compact flowers, very 
popular. HM '80. $9.00 

GULF COAST (Granger '73 USA) M . 34". White; pale blue veining. $3.00 

HELEN NAISH (Taylor '82/'83 Aust.) E. 44". Super Iris from Clara Goula. 
Rounded flowers are white with green veining and green centre. $12.50 

LAFITTE'S RETREAT (Granger '78 USA) M. 26". Light powder blue with 
short greenish yellow stylearms . Falls are medium powder blue; short greenish 
yellow dagger signals. $10.00 

LA PEROUSE (Raabe '77 Aust.) E. 36". Vivid cobalt blue self. Great 
colour. $5 .00 

LAVENDER RUFFLES (Goula '79 USA) EM. 26". This is a lovely one. Light 
lavender standards; deeper lavender falls, small gold signals, nicely ruffled. 
(Charlies Michelle x?) $15.00 

LITTLE MISS LEIGHLY (Chowning '83 USA) Ml. 26". Light gold with 
maroon veining, light gold signals outlined in brown maroon; greenish overlay 
on style arms. Low growing. $15.00 

LITTLE MISS SIMS (Chowning '81) M. 20". A miniature and cute with it, 
rosy mauve flowers in proportion to height. HM '83. $5.00 

MARJORIE BRUMMITT (Chowning '77) M. 32". Nasturtium and ruby.$6.00 

MAYAN CHIEF (Granger '72) M. 32". Light rose with gold signals. $7 .50 

MENTIDA (Norris '81 USA) M . 38". Smaller but deep cobalt blue flowers on 
ultra branched stems. $8 .00 

Ml KAL (Dunn '81 USA) Ml. 32". Orchid brushed gold stands; falls are 
ruffled blue. Yellow green signals. HM '84. $12.00 

MONUMENT (Dunn '78) M. 34". Lightly ruffled warm white, creamy yellow 
signals. HM '80 . Debaillon Award '84. $11.00 

MRS IRA NELSON (Arny '69) M. 36". Light pink violet self with large 
triangular gold signals. Super, a favorite. Debaillon Award '73. $6.00 

OATH (Ghio '78) l. 36". Vibrant blue purple; velvety finish. $3.00 

OUR MR BAILEY (Janet Hutchinson '84 Aust.) M. 34". A delightful new 
addition to these captivating Iris. Standards are blue violet with red violet cast; 
falls deep blue violet with red violet cast. Contrasting white style arms shaded 
blue violet . Good branching and an easy grower here and in Sydney , its home 
town. $10.00 

PAY CHECK (MacMillan '76 USA) ML. 42". Lilac violet, gold spears. $5.00 

PLEDGE (Ghio '76) Ml. 35". Blue purple self, gold signals. $3.00 

PROFESSOR CLAUDE (Mertzweiler '75) Tetraploid M . 34". This and 
Professor Ike are very similar and although they are great garden iris, they 
were primarily introduced for breeding. Colour is a red violet w ith bright 
yellow signals. Strong growers. HM '77. $9.00 
PROFESSOR IKE (Mertzweiler '75) M. 44". The main difference between 
this and Professor Claude is the height. HM ' 77. $9.00 
PROFESSOR PAUL (Mertzweiler '82) ML. 32". Tetraploid Pale blue lavender 
some deeper veining on falls; greenish style with lavender crests. 
HM '84. $12.00 
RHETT (Dunn '82 USA) M . 30". Mahogany red stands; velvety mahogany red 
falls with gold line crests. $10.00 
ROSY MORN (McCown '78 USA) M. 36". Brilliant yellow flushed rosy 
purple. Slow increaser for us . $8.00 
SEADRIFT (Raabe '82 Aust.) E·M. 40". Just a bit different in the violet 
tones with white flecks extending up the petals. Quite unique. $7.00 
SEXTET (Raabe '83 Aust.) M. 31". Very light solferino purple stands; falls 
slightly darker . Vigorous grower. $7 .50 
SHRIMP CREOLE (Ghio '75) M . 40". Shrimp rose self . $8 .00 
SHRIMP LOUIS (Hager '80) M . 36". Large flowers with pink standards, falls 
deeper in pink or creamy tomato. Lusty! $8 .00 
SUN FURY (Arny '80) Ml. 30". Sunny medium yellow with orange signals; 
lovely rounded form . Good grower. HM '83. $15.00 
TEVEN (Raabe '82 Aust.) ML. 30". Rich red violet of intense colour; grows 
well. Ruffled with excellent substance. $10.00 
Tl TREE (Raabe '82 Aust .) EML . 36" . A vivid tracing of green veining over 
crisp ,white petals. Slightly ruffled. Good branching. Lovely! $9.00 
TRIONFO (Raabe '82 Aust.) 44" M-l . A full flat bloom with a complex 
netti,(lg of orchid veining on a white background. A darker line extends down 
fall petals. Gold signals. Good show stems. $11.00 
UPTIGHT (Arny '71) M . 48". Primrose yellow. Upright standards. $6 .00 
UP TOWN (MacMillan '75 USA) Ml. 36". Pale reddish violet with soft 
lavender signqls. HM '79 . $6.00 
URALBA GOLD (Raabe '79 Aust.) M-L. 28". Straw yellow with violet 
veining over petals. Styles are rich gold. Unique. Pretty . HM '83. $8 .00 
URALBA MIST (Raabe '80 USA) E-L. 24". Lavender buds open to near 
white with lavender veining. Long lasting blooms . $7 .50 
VOW (Ghio'79) Ml 42". Blue violet with turquoise undertones on falls $6 .00 

CULTURAL DIRECTIONS FOR BEARDED IRIS 

PLANTING TIME 
For best results plant from December till March inclusive. Early planting 
establishes a plant and ensures blooming next season. Divide clumps 
every 3 or so years . 
PLANTING LOCATION 
Sunny well drained position. Sun for at least Y, day. Raise bed where 
necessary for drainage . 
DEPTH OF PLANTING 
Place Rhizomes just below soil level (Y." ) spread roots and water until 
established. 
DISTANCE APART 
12 - 20 inches apart - for a quick clump effect, plant in groups of 3 
Rhizomes. This necessitates re-planting every 2 years. 
FERTILIZER 
Don't overfeed and don't apply animal manure or excess nitrogen . A 
general balanced fertilizer is ideal in August and Jan-Feb. and lightly 
cultivate in. We have found that Osmocote 1 teaspoon per Rhizome when 
planting is ideal and give excellent results. 

CULTIVATION 
Don't cultivate deeply - feeding roots are near the surface . Remove dead 
leaves. Don't cut foliage down - this reduces bloom next year . Keep weed 
free . 

DISEASES 
Leaf spot usually causes no harm but is unsightly. The only prevention is 
to use Plantvax - it is not a cure . Rhi zome rot is usually due to over 
fertilization, excess watering or insect damage - clean away rot and apply 
bleach, or sulphur or any other agent that you have found effective, e.g. 
Agricultural Terramycin . 
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GROWING IRISES by Graeme Grosvenor 
(Available at Tempo Two) 

A super new book of 88 pages of detailed information about growing Iris 
in Australian conditions and not just Bearded Iris. It has chapters on all 
the main Specie groups as well as help in hybridising Iris, photographing 
Iris, exhibiting and arranging and purchasing new plants as well as where to 
get them. It has also 192 colour plates and numerous black and white 
photos. 

We have read this book and can thoroughly recommend it. It was badly 
needed as most other Iris books are for the Northern hemisphere. It is sure 
to be popular with all gardeners. 

COST: $9.95 
POSTAGE: Victoria $1.20. Interstate $1.55. Plus padded bag, 40c 

SPURIA IRIS 

These lovely Iris require simple conditions. Full sun, good drainage and to be 
left undisturbed for 5 or 6 years. They will grow in the same area as Bearded 
Iris, that is hot summers and few frosts in winter. They have a short dormant 
period over late summer or about 6 weeks after flowering, then they start to 
grow in Autumn and are rich lush green over winter. Usually on moving they 
don 't flower the first season but some like Dawn Candle will bloom first year. 
Plant rhizomes about 2" below surface and once established don't water in 
dormant period. A general fertilizer can be used as well as organic fertilizer as 
long as it is not too fresh. Flowering time is just after Tall Bearded finish . 

ADOBE SUNSET. (McCown '79 USA) L. 60". Deep orange yellow bordered 
dark brown. HM '81. Nies Award '84. $7 .00 

AIRY FANCY (Hager '78 USA) ML. 38". Powder blue with lemon signals, 
ruffled. $8.00 

AMBER RIPPLES (Niswonger '81 USA) M . 38". Pale blue standards with 
amber infusion at midribs. Falls are amber with pale blue edge. HM '83 $15.00 

ARCHIE OWEN (Hager '70) M . 38". Br ight sulphur yellow, Nies Award 
'D $5.00 

BLUE BUNTING (Niswonger '84 USA) M. 38". Standards dark blue-purple; 
falls dark yellow, near orange; with blue purple rim . Striking. $16 .00 

BLUE LASSIE (Niswonger '78 USA) M. 40". Blu e with white infusion on 
falls , yellow signals. $1').00 

BRANCERO (Rogers '79 USA) EM. 62". Tall dark brown, gold signal. ' $9.00 

BUTTERED CHOCOLATE (Niswonger '74) M . 38". Brown with gold blaze. 
Nies Award '80. $1.1.00 

BUTTER PADDLE (Niswonger '75 USA) ML. 38". Brown with tiny gold 
specks. HM '76. $8.00 

CAMEL TONE (Niswonger '76) M. 42". Tan with tinge of violet in 
crest. $10.00 

CINNABAR RED (Niswonger '79) M . 40". Deep mahogany red self ; deep 
yellow signals. One of the reddest . HM '82. $12.50 

CINNAMON ROLL (Niswonger '80) M . 42". Deep brown with yellow signals; 
Very hardy variety and easy grower. HM '82. $9.00 

CINNAMON STICK (Niswonger '83) M. 40". Cinnamon red stands; falls the 
same overlaid and speckled gold. Bold! $15.00 

CUSTOM DESIGN (Hager '81 USA) M . 40". Deep maroon brown w ith 
brightly clear gold signals. Smooth! HM '83. $15.00 

DAWN CANDLE EM 38". Easy . cream and lemon bitone. Floriferous. $4.00 

ELAN VITAL (Hager '81) M. 38". Huge cream blend with deep yellow. 
Ruffl ed wide spreading petals . HM '83 $12.50 

ELEANOR HILL (Hager '80) ML. 38". Unique colour; light purple stands; 
falls are bronze. Well shaped flowers, good stems. HM '82 $12.00 

EMPATHY (Ghio '81 USA) L. 38". Greenish tan with deeper brown veining; 
light yellow signals. HM '83 $12.00 

EQUALIT'( (Ghio '78) L. 40" . White self with yellow signal . $9.00 

ETHIC (Ghio '78) L. 40". Deep blue violet with yellow wash on falls . $9.00 

FERGIES POETRY (Ferguson '77 USA) M. 54". Classically formed flowers 
are close to rose purple; yellow signals. Nies Award '82 $9.00 

FOLLOW THROUGH (Hager '81) VL. 36". Pale blue colour veined deeper 
blue webbing giving a blue self effect. Hardly any gold signal. HM '84 $15.00 

FORTY CARATS (Ferguson '71) ML. 54". Richest gold self. Pure colour. 
Nies Award '76. $8.00 

FULL SUN (Ghio '77) L. 46". Full yellow self. Popular. HM '78 $7.00 

GILDED CHALICE (Hager '80) ML. 38". Mammoth flowers are a complete 
yellow self . Glistening throughout. HM '82 . $10.00 

GOLDEN GREETINGS (Blyth '74 Aust.) ML. 42". Golden yellow self $4.00 

HIGHLINE LAVENDER (McCown USA) M. 48". Light violet purple $8 .00 

JUST REWARD (Ghio '77) L.40". Mid blue with yellow signals. HM '78 $6.00 

LEMON LEA (Blyth '74 Aust.) L. 42". Lemon and gold bitone. $4.00 

LOOKING GLASS EYES (Niswonger '78) EM. 39". Standards are charcoal 
with pale lemon infusion; falls are pale yellow edged charcoal, a unique colour 
in spurias. HM '81. $10.00 

MEDALLION (Roe '75 USA) EM. 44". Bronze stands ; glowing bronze brown 
falls, blended gold signals. HM '76 $8.00 

MINNEOPA (Ferguson '69 USA) M. 42". Light blue with wide gold signal. 
HC '68 $6.00 

MISSOURI GAL (Niswonger '76) M . 40". Cool blue with gold signals. $6.00 

OBJET D'ART (Hager '77) M. 36". White self with light chartreuse yellow 
signals . HM '78 $8.00 

PURPLE PROFUNDO (Ferguson '74) M. 42". Smooth antique purple self 
with slight hint of signal . Flat compact form with round flaring form. HM '75. 
Super colour! $14.00 

REDWOOD SUPREME (Niswonger '79) M. 40". Deep reddish brown with 
intense orange yellow falls edged red brown. HM '81. $10.00 

ROYAL BEUSE (Mccown '78) E. 36". Strong purple, small yellow 
signal. $6.00 

RUSSIAN WHITE (Niswonger '83) E. 48". A new one introduced mainly for 
breeding as it comes from a pure species I. klattii . Colour is creamy white, 
small yellow signals. Pale foliage. $6.00 

SAHARA SANDS (Niswonger '76) M. 42". Easy growing self of honey brown 
Prolific grower. HM '77. $7.50 

SATIN WOOD (Niswonger '83) M. 40". A new deep brown with orange 
infusion on fal Is. A dependable first year flowerer. $9 .00 

SOCIAL CIRCLE (Corlew '79) M. 38". White with bright yellow signals. 
Ruffled and picoteed petals. $7.00 

STRUTTIN (Niswonger '78) EM. 36". Light yellow standards ; falls are intense 
yellow with amber shadings. Small flowers . Well named. HM '80 $7.50 

TIGER BLUES (Mccowen '80 USA) M. 48". Medium blue lavender self; 
yellow signals with brown veining on falls . HM '83 . $12.00 

VINTAGE YEAR (Niswonger '80) M. 40". Dark blue purple with yellow 
signals. Great colour. HM '82. $11.00 

SWAG BAGS 

AT THE END OF THE SEASON WE HAVE EXCESS 
STOCK OF MANY VARIETIES, SO IF YOU SEND ANY AMOUNT 

OF MONEY, $20 OR MORE, WE WILL SEND IRIS TO THREE TIMES 
CATALOGUE VALUE TO YOU - PLEASE ALSO INCLUDE POSTAGE 

AVAILABLE FROM END OF JAN. TILL MARCH 31ST ONLY 

ALL PLANTS ARE LABELLED. 

THIS OFFER ONLY APPLIES TO TALL BEARDEDS 



EVANSIA IRIS 

IRIS BOURNE GRACEFUL (Ellis '75 Eng.) From England comes th is new 
Hybrid - easy to grow, in fact prolific with plenty of stolons making a large 
clump in 18 months . Very pale mauve with mauve spots around yellow 
crest. AM (BIS) ' 75. $6 .00 

IRIS JAPONICA var. DARJEELING. 3 ' high f lower stems with a mult itude 
of buds on each stem opening over a 3 to 4 week per iod into beautiful orch id 
white frilly flowers about 2 inches across. It would prefer protec t ion from the 
hot afternoon sun as this could scorch the pale green lush foliage . Keep 
well watered in summer. Good variety to bring indoors as it keeps on coming 
~~~- p~ 
IRIS WATTII. Easy to grow w ith protection from extremely severe frost and 
could burn on foliage in drought . We grow out in open position . Dark green 
wide fol iage flowers larger than Japonica and slightly deeper, with deeper 
lavender spots on petals of l ight orchid lavender, orange spotted crests . $5 .00 

FAIRYLAND. Gracefully arching spikes of lacy ice blue flowers , flower 
stems are black. Blooms early spring. 28 " tall . $6 .00 

THREE GRACEFUL EVANSIAS 
CAN BE SUPPLIED AS A COLLECTION 

• I. BOURNE GRACEFUL 

• I. WA TT/I 

• I . FAIRYLAND 

for $14.00 plus postage 
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SPECIE IRIS 

IRIS TRIDENTATA. A water Iris, not from the laevigata sect ion but a 
member of the Tr ipetala sect ion - a native of American Atlant ic coastal 
swamp. It should have a very wet spot in the garden . One of the last of the 
Ir is to bloom each season , coming out in December on th in gracefu l 18" 
stems. Small v iol et blooms 2" across w i th no standards make it a very 
intriguing Iris. Long running rh izomes about as thick as a penc i l but eas i ly 
controlled . May be grown in a large pot or box in a pond. Rare in 
Australia . $3.00 

HOLDEN CLOUGH (Patton '71 Eng.) 26" L. Chrysographes Hybrid. Yellow, 
veined purple giving a rich brown appearance. Wide, dark green glossy foliage. 
I t l ikes an open , sunny position. Interesting floral art subject. $5 .00 

GROWING PERENNIALS by T revor Nottle 

(Available from Tempo Two) 

Another new book by a well known Australian gardening author. This 
is a companion book to Growing Irises by Graeme Grosvenor that has 
been so well received by gardeners all over Australia. 
Trevor Nottle has included a wealth of knowledge in this fine volume 
concentrating on easily obtained and not so easily obtained hardy 
perennials. It has chapters on Establishing a Perennial Garden; Pests 
and Diseases; Perennials as Accent Plants; Perennials in Pots; etc. It 
also lists sources of various plants and societies of different plants. 
It features many plants in colour including quite a few Daylilies and 
Iris. Well worth the money as it is packed with information for the 
Australian climate. Published by Kangaroo Press. 

COST: Paperback $12.95 Hardback $17.95 
Postage: Victoria : $1.20 Interstate: $1 .55 Plus padded bag, 40c 

SIBERIAN IRIS 

We have a selection of over 50 varieties 
available. 

Space in this catalogue prevents listing. 

For further details of varieties available 
and cultural notes, please write and request 
our list. 

Delivery time of plants is January through 
August. 
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TEMPO TWO 
Barry and Lesley Blyth 
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